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Thirty riders gather at Carbondale Cycle bike shop on the morning of Dec. 15 for a memorial ride in honor of the late Somsak 
'Saki' Thipkosithkun. Before stopping at Saki's house, the 25-mile ride wound through Southern Illinois on the same roads that 




Local legend leaves 





The fabric of Carbondale's cycling com-
muniry was tom Dec. 9 - the day Somsak 
"Saki"Thipkhosithkun died of cancer. His 
philosophy for t:1ckling Southern Illinois' 
toughest clirnbs-"Just smile and think 
---------- light!"-hdped his follow-
ers m-crcome whatc:..-er big 
"He tms an inspiration. hills they encountered. 
No matter u:hat the U'eather Saki, 45, managed 
Carbondale: Cycle, 303 
was like, he'd ride.,' S. Illinois ,\\·e., which 
:.. Fred Gustave is mvned by his brother, 
________ bi_~_,_u Sarnclui. Thipkhosithkun, 
and spread his lm-e for 
cycling through his group rules through 
the back roads of Southern Illinois. 
Saki organized Carbondale's group 
rides in 1997 and imited anyone inter-
ested in riding, free of ch:ugc. Local racers, 
\\-eight watchers and recreational cyclists 
turned out every l\londay, Wednesday 
and Frida}; rain or shine. The rides com-
menced with as few as two or three cyclists 
and often swelled tJ more than 30. 
"He was really an inspiration. No matter 
what the \\-eather was like, he'd ride," said 
Fred Gust:1\-e, a Carbondale oral surgeon 
and !,'TOup-ride regular. Saki often St:l}'M in 
the back of the pack ,,ith beginning riders 
to keep them from becoming discou.'3gc:d. 
Otherwise, he could be found in the front, 
leading riders nearly half his age up the 
toughest cumbs in Southern Illinois. 
Saki was a natr.-e of.Thailand and 
mm'M to the United States to attend 
high school in Carbondale. He managed 
Carbondale Cycle since 1986 and became 
an American citizen last year. 
Friends say his )"CarS of riding experi-
ence ga\'C him ,';l)uab)e insight for the 
,-eteran riders, while his positr.-e attitude 
and I= for life ga,-e him the compassion 
to culti\'ate and inspire the beginners. 
"He was the glue that kept the groups 
. tog:thcr," Gust:1,-e said. 
~ fany of his follmvers \\'Ct'C :un:rzcd to 
see what a difference Saki's infectiously 
positr.-e attitude made on their riding skills, 
as well as their lifestyle off the bike. 
Saki also knew when not to gi\'C 
amice. 
"He'd let me make my mistakes, then 
I'd learn from them," said Loren Easter, an 
SIUC alumnus and group-ride regular. 
In the bike shop, Saki offered amice 
for anything from bigcle fit to marriage 
counseling. His shop became a meeting 
place for area C}clists to show off their chil-
dren, talk politics and hang out. The local 
C)cling community became closer, and 
Saki's rides ,,-ere \';l)ued as much for their 
social aspects as the physical conditioning. 
Fricndshi;,s that foq;ed on Saki's rides ha\'C 
_endured career mm"CS, the passing of time 
and address changes. 
"S.iki had a genuine interest in C\'Cf}' 
single person who came in the shop. 
He was curious to know how you ,,-ere 
doing, • said l\latt Gindlesparger, a senior 
in Architectural Studies, and shop cus-
tomer since 1998. Gindlesparger s.ud the 
personal =ice he recen'M from Saki was 
the main reason he came to the shop time 
and time again, despite the fact the shop 
couldn't always match the prices found on 
the Internet. 
See LEGACY, page 9 




35 fired on governor's 
second day in office 
,. 
: Katie Davis ·-'. i · ! ! 
. Daily Egyptian · .. ,, 
Gov . . Rod Bl.gojevich completed 
his first full day in office Tuesday by 
firing 35 state empl"}"CCS that George 
Ryan . appointed on his way out the 
door. 
The Illinois Senate m-erwhdm-
ingly approved Ryan's appointments 
Jan. 7, by margins as large as 47-2, 
despite objections from BlagojC\ich, 
who reportedly said Ryan did not ha\-e 
the right to fill positions so late in his 
term. BlagojC\ich said that eliminating 
and filling positions should be left to 
the incoming gm"Cmor. 
Carbondale city councilman and 
mayoral candidate Brad Cole was 
among those pulled from the state 
payro!L 
Cole worked under R\'an as his 
deputy chief of na.ff in th~ go.,.emor's 
So'1thern Illinois office in Marion. 
Ryan appointed him . to. a. property 
manager positiun, · "hich came uith 
an S8.COO raise, ir,.:reasing Im salary 
to S82,000. 
Cole could not be reached for com• 
ment. 
The Blagojevid, administration 
beliC\'CS it has the legal authority to 
fire Ryan's last minute appointments, 
some of whom make S100,000 a }"Car, 
according to the Chicago Sun-Tunes. 
Rep. Mike Bost, R-l\lwphysboro, 
said he would support BlagojC\ich's 
decision to fire the new hires if it was 
fiscally motr.-ated. 
Bost said BlagojC\ich promised a 
bi-partisan gm~enr, and if in fact 
he is refilling those positions, it goes 
:ig:iinst his campaign promise. 
"These ,,="t exactly key posi-
tions," he said. "So, ifhe is doing it for 
the budget so be it. We ha\-e a tight 
budget and not replacing people in 
these nonessential positions is a way . 
toc:-pe. 
"But if he let go of those people to 
fill the positions with his mm people, 
then it doesn't go uith fo;ming a bi-
partisan gm-emment.• 
BlagojC\ich has placed c:xecutr.-e 
freezes on all new hires and new pro-
motions throughout Illinois, as well 
as on all st:lte purchases and leases of 
,-chicles: ' 
&portn-Katie D,n:is can/;~ rradxd 
al kdalis@dailyq;yptian.com 
Students, community to benefit from 200 new localjobs 
Company attracted ,idcr, will be sponsoring a job fair ncxtfoV\\'CCks. . businesstl.ineharnsaid. . ing vacation, medical, 
throughout this week at its nC\v loca- He said the company chose ACS will share the ACS lob Fair . dental, 401(k), employ- . 
to Carbondale by tion, 1050 Reed St:1tion Rd., to fill Carbondale forits new location for a 30,000 sq; foot build- 1050 Reed Station Road ee stock purchase and 
both full and part-time positions.· ,-.uiety of reasons. F mt and foremost, ing with three tenants tuition rcimb=cmcnt ::.:.--::. 
educated workforce ACS provides companies with he said it liked the idea of the city's -Nconintemer,asmall :~~:::::-:~: Lineharn said along 
business processes and information status as a Um"Crsity tmvn and the markcSchooltingCen~. Itai:idlS 
511
thb-e Friday: . 8 a.m. _ 11 a.m. with the jobs, the ACS Sara Hooker tcchnolog}, offering computer assis- large·workforce provided by SIUC ,~. ----'------ willbebringingancco-
Daily Egyptian t:lnce on a variety oflC\-els varying andJohnA.LoganCollc:ge. leasingthespaccfonncrlyoccupiedby nomicboomtotheregio~ 
from data entry to billing and claims. In addition, the amenities offered Earthlink. The Industrial Park East is "Any time \\'C get anyone who, will 
A new technology company is John Lineharn, cxecuti\'c direc:- h)· the Carbondale Industrial · Park jointly owned by the CBDC and the employ that number of people will be 
setting up shop in Carbondale's tor of the Carbonda!e. Business East such as high-speed Internet CityofCarbondale. a major boosr,• Lineharn said. "It's, 
Industrial Park East and unpacking Development Corporation, said access further SW:l)'M the decision. · · ACS, a Fortune 1000 ::ompany, going to have a ,-cry positr.-e impact.• 
a couP.le hun~ jobs and economic ACS is looking to ftll 100 positions "They \\'Cre looking to secure a has another location in Mt. Vernon, . . .. · 
benefits for the region. . . this. \\'Cek during the. job fair . and Class A office space with the proper an:I employs nearly 40,000 emplq= Rrpcrttr Sara Hocln- tan ht rradxd al . 
, · · l.tliliated .· Computer Services, · a · another 100-plus after the company high-speed access and \\ith band- in 48 countries. . : · · · · shoolca@dailyegyptian.com· · 




Va. may try sniper suspect 
Malvo as adult 
News 
prote~tion near!}" a year ago, reported another year of dis• 
appointin~ hold1ay sales as it continues to struggle against 
discount nvals Target and Wal•MJrt." 
lhe store closings are subject to cost approval; 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
GRADUATING SPRING 2003? 
HAVE YOU APPLIED FOR GRADUATION? 
Prosecutors say they have extensive evidence to pres• 
~r:,:~ :h~~~~n:e t~ri~d1:~~~~~l~i~:~p~~1r~~::ihe~ ~~d 
ml foe~ 1j':[~ft~~~,i°~~!i~fp~~:e~ t~e~~~-r from more than 
' :i s:~:~cr~~o~ ~t!n~~:~~! ~~~ji~~~~trs"!~fu~r:~t:i· 
~mth~c'.:g~c~~dJ~I~~ 2': i~\~~~~b~~l:e~~(~~t~r~e0n~J~ 
operates roughly 1,830 $lores and has about 228,000 
employers. 
Tail assembly eyed 
in N.C. plane crash IF NOT, PLEASE DO SO IMMEDIATELY! 
ERl.I2.Al'.... .1.A.N.1lAR.l'. lZ Al: i:.3.12. r..M... IS 
THE DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR SPRING 2003 
GRADUATION AND COMMENCEMENT. 
APPLICATIONS FOR UNDERGRADUATE AND 
LAW STUDENTS ARE AVAILABLE AT YOUR 
ADVISEMENT CENTER OR AT RECORDS AND 
REGISTRATION, WOODY A103. APPLICATIONS 
MUST BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO 
RE.C.QRI2S. AND. REGISTRATION l'lQQID'.. A.l..U 
APPLICATIONS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
ARE AVAILABLE IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL. 
WOODY BUS. APPLICATIONS MUST BE 
COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO THE 
GRADUATE SCHQQL... ffi2Qm'.. D.lli. 
THE $25.00 FEE WILL APPEAR ON A FUTURE 
BURSAR STATEMENT D'JRING THE SPRING 
SEMESTER 2003 
forward the case to a ~rand jury. 
If the judge determines prosecutors have demon• 
strated probable cause, Malva 17, would be tried in adult 
court, where he would face the death penalty if convicted 
of the Oct. 14 slaying of FBI analyst Linda Franklin. 
Malvo and Jchn Allen Muhammad have been accused 
of shooting 18 people, killing 13 and wounding five 
in Alabama, Georgia, Lousiana, Maryland, Virginia and 
Washington D.C. 
Kmart to ·cut" up to 35,000 jobs 
. Kmart said Tuesday it will° cut 30,000 to 35,000 . . 
jobs and close 326 stores to cut costs as the Cllmpany 
announced plans for a spring exit from bankruptcy. 
The news came as Kmart. which filed for Chapto?r 11 
. .. ·••t•rr , I , 
INTERNATION/\:J'. 
Venzuela govt. 
firm against strike 
NEWS 
A jammed tail assembly may be to blame for the 
Jdn. e commuter airline crash that killed 21 people at 
Charlotte/Douglas International Airport, a federal investi• 
gator said. 
A possible malfunction of the Air Midwest plane's ele• 
valor, a nap c:1 the tail used to control a plane's angle of 
climb or descent. would have hampered the pilot's efforts 




reached no official conclusions about the crash's cause. A 
final determination will probably take months. 
jam·~~~:kd~;u~:d~::~~~ ac~cn°~!~~1 !~~:r':i~~.or 
,•:, ,,~. 
In Tuesday's confused, running battles, one man was 
injured in the leg by a bullet. but it was not clear who 
had opened fire, Caracas fire chief Rodolfo Briceno told 
Reuters. 
~11!....==a=='-"=======;;;;;;;;;;""-'==-==='~ riva?~:n~~~t:r~:~~!~n!~j~~fi~;~~~~~;~~ye~~een 
President Hugo Chavets govemment denied a six,week• 
old opposition strike was causing chaos. 
Fighting to keep the two feuding sides apart, police 
also used tear gas against some of the opposition protest• 
ers. 
Deadline To Apply For A 
Student Medical Benefit 
Extended Care Fee 
Refund Is Friday, 
January 24, 2003! 
The DEADLINE to apply for a Student Medical Benefit 
Extended Care Fee refund is Friday, January 24, 2003. 
To apply for a refund, a student must present his/her insurance 
policy booklet or the schedule of benefits along with the 
insurance wallet ID. card to Student Health Programs, Student 
Medical Benefit (Insurance) office, Kesnar Hall, Room 118. 
All students, including those who have applied for a Cancellation 
Waiver and whose fees arc not yet paid, must apply for the 
refund before the deadline. Students 17 and 
under need a parent's signature. 
Download refund fonn at: 
http://www.siu.edu/~shpJDLForms.html 
. - . , .... · .. · .... 
In scattered skirmishes in west Caracas, police fired 
~~~~l~!v!~~i~i~!~~~ lu~1r'i~~ :~,t~~~~~~tH~~~e~i1 
moved to attack a march by opponents of the left-wing 
president 
The Chavez supporters, some of them masked, stoned 
reporters, smashed the facade of a closed McDonald's 
restaurant, and threw a Molotov cocktail at a van belong-
ing to a local TV channel, witnesses said. 
It was the third consecutive day of street clashes in 
Venezuela, the world's No. 5 oil exporter, where the gruel• 
~h,p°,!;~~~t~~d s;~~~~af h~a!~-~~1fa~~~~~~~~~'fu~hae~d 
into recession. · 
Death toll from South Asia's. 
cold_ snap nears 900 







A weak sun could be seen alter almost two gray _and 
cloudy weeks, but temperatures were still low as ch1ily 
winds lashed parts of India's populous northern states 
near the Himalayas. 
The India Meteorological Department said the cold 
spell was likely to continue for the next two days.· 
Today Five-day Forecast Almanac 
Thursday Snow. 28/6 Average high: 39 
High 31 Friday Partly Cloudy 26/11 Average low: 21 Low 17 
Saturday Snow Shower 31/11 Wednesday's precip: o.oo• 
Partly dcudy. Winds from the Sunday Partly Cloudy 23/25 Wednesday's hi/low: 31 / 17 
North at 4 mph. 
Monday Partly Cloudy 42/18 
POJ,ICE REPORTS 
No items to report. 
D,\ILY EGYPTIAN i• puhli,h<J Mond,y through Friday durin~ 
the fall 1ematu .and ,pring Kmcs:as, and four times a Wt"Ck Jurin~ 
the w.mmC"r umestcr cxcC"pt during ncations anJ. cum w«ks by the 
student, of Southern Illinois Univcnitv at C.ubonJ.aJc. 
The DAILY EGW'llA.~ hu • (~11 •nd ,pring cirrubtion, ol 
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• Choral Union•conc'.'rt choir. choral auditions 
sign-up sheets in Northwest An~ex 133 
Thursday 
• Teach-in for War on Iraq and MLK Jr. 
Student Center, Ballroom D 
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Student packs his bagsJor '4estin.ation;,irrilmown' 
. Rumsfeld signs· 




Vl'ith· _the words of Unit 
Administrator Pamela· Gray, Mall 
right gentlemen, let's get on the_ 
roadt three Army Resenists at 
the 348th Engit.!cring Company 
in Cape Girardeau bid farewell to 
famih· and friends and climbed into 
:m Army-issued ,,:hide en route to 
Kans.'lS City on the first leg of their 
journey to Destination Unknown. 
Specialist Ben Bayless, a junior in 
outdoor recreation, was one of these 
three men to throw their assigned 
army duffie bags into the back of the . 
blue,':ln. 
Donald Rumsfdd has signed. orders · 
for an additional 60,000 Anicric:m 
troops, including. 20,000 Marines. 
E\=tually, the size of U.S. forces in 
.. Iraq could reach 250,000. · 
As the size ofU.S. forces increase,. 
this ·could mean more students lcava 
ing throughout the semester. 
Bayless signed up for the: Army 
Rescm:s after one: semester of col-
l_cge because it .\\':15 just something -
he knC\v he wanted to do. lt was a 
decision made· entirely. 011 his own, 
lacking the persuasion of a recruiting 
officer. 
"I \\':lS bored \\itheverything else,• 
-he said. "The reserves are great. You -
get your fix. You go one weekend '!-
month :md two weekends a year. You 
play Army for the weekend: 
In the case of students needing to 
take a military leave, the U~versity 
offers SC\'eral special accommoda- • 
tions so. they do not lose money and 
schoolwork does not go unnoticed. 
MARY C 1:>LLIER - DAILY ECYPTJAN-
lt \\':15 a short phone call from 
:i commander last Thursday that 
dram:i.tically changed this semester's 
plan for Bayless. He \\':15 gh·en five 
days to alert his family and friends of 
his deployment to the 89th Regional 
Support Command and show up to 
the resem, center mentally prepared 
with his bags packed. 
The Transitional Program Office 
pro\ides the acti,':ltion papers and 
allows for the student to choose 
which of the options they prefer. 
At :mr time within the semester, a 
deployed student can receive a 100-
pcrcent refund. 
SIUC junior Ben Bayless prepares to depart Cape Girardeau, Missouri after being called up to the 89th 
Regional Support Command. Bayless's studies were put on hold this semester to serve the country. 
How long he would be away 
and ,vhat will happen there remain 
gucstions unanswered for security 
reasons. 
"All thev told me is that I was 
going to Kansas City to transport 
tanks; Ba,iess said. "I don"t ha\'c a 
TV, ) don't read the newspaper, don't 
li,tcn to the radio. I don't really know 
what i$ going on. I don't know why I 
am going ... 
According to the \\lashington 
Post website, the top Democrat 
on the · House Armed Scn•ices 
Committee said Monday he believes 
war with Iraq is inC\itable. Although 
the United St::ttes has not yet decided 
to use milit::try force to disarm lraq, 
60,000 American troops were already 
in the area, and Defense Secretary 
If a student is required to leave 
six to 10 weeks into the semester, 
they can recci\'e one-half of a credit 
per class \\ithout a letter grade. W'ith 
this choice, the refund is prorated 
and the student must be pa$Sing_ 
The second option, offered 10 weeks 
into the semester, is the student can 
receive the grade obtained before 
being deployed. 
ppon returning to the Uni\·crsity, 
students must simply inform the 
Office of Admission and Records 
of their return. Campus jobs are 
required to be held for the student 
until the\· return. 
Bayl~s, a generator mechanic, 
Sgt. Jesse Seabaugh and Sgt. Leo 
1\kelrath IV, heavy equipment 
operators, were deployed out of_the 
398 Engineer Company in Cape 
Girardeau Monday morning. 
This is the first time reserves ha\'e 
been called from any of the three 
units in the 398 Engineer Company 
because they are a nC\V unit. 
The company concentrates on 
constructing pipelines. 1n a time 
of \\':lt, the pipelines serve as a 
petroleum distribution system from 
the beach to the area of land where 
the troops are located. The pipelines 
can be used to transport sources such 
as water, as well, but fuel is the most 
common, Gray said, 
Sgt. Scabaugh's mother saw him 
"off to lea,-e out of Cape Girardeau. 
"When he joined in the summer, 
1 wondered if he reali=i what he 
was doing. Once called, he must go. 
Now he is going. l've been watching 
the nC\vs, so I kind of expected, but 
h[llfcom· . 
you're nC\"CJ' ready; Helen Seabaugh 
said. 
The job skills these three men 
prm·ide for the Army Resen·es is 
needed bv a unit located at the 89th 
Regional' .Support Command. The 
unit \\':15 alerted by the go,-ernment 
to be prepared, which requires it 
to be fulh· staffed. This commanrl, 
located i; Kansas City, operates 
m,:r 140 units, and controls reserve 
centers in Missouri, Im,':l, Kansas 
and Nebraska. 
"They·.were involuntary trans· 
ferred based on the need of the g.w-
ernment. \Vhen a unit is alerted for 
mobilization, we have to fill \':leant 
spots,ff Gray said. 
"Some will go this week; some 
will go the week after, some \\ill 
go three weeks from now and some 
r 
will go four weeks from nowt a 
Senior Defense Official told the 
Washington Post. •There could be 
more. .. 
Due to securitv reasons,· many 
troops are not informed of whcr'e 
they will be located orwhat the;;will 
do, }'Ct it does not seem ro bother 
them. Their job is an officer of rhe 
. milit:uy. In order to perform their job 
the-J must perform their duties C\'en 
in time of \\':lr. 
"It's just myjob.Anyjobisdanger-
ous, my stage crew job li dangerous," 
said Ba}1ess. "I am looking for"':lrd 
to going for personal reasons. It \\ill 
be a good experience." 
&porter Ja&u Keane 




s·· r tor 
W\A'W.half.com/textbooks tt . . . . . .. 
Retail Price on 
· Price Half.com 
Intro to Economics $1-6&;5fr $40.00 
Intro to Psychology ¼t-r:5& $7 .60 
Intro to Literature -$-55-;00' · $5.40 
College Writing Skills . -$49.6& _ $19.00 
Principles of Marketing ~ · $47 .. 00 
TOTAL $362.93 li19~00· 
1 m· mm m EB m· mB m liiml 
: $15 off : 
1 .$5Q:purchase*· 1 
I: Enter promo code BJ!. 
Dl 
11JEXf:200311 . I' 
in· yoUr ·shopping[ cart.~"• _ ~t--
1. ec;-upon Ex~ires 2/15/03 ·;·: 
Iii, fiim. ~ D.21-·~· Dl!f_llll•J~ .. i, 
You Save 
$243.~i! 
Copyright 2001 lli'J.aiio. ir.e. Half.com and the Half.co~ logo are semce marb of !Wf.com, Inc. AU olhtt trademarl:s ands,~ twb are the property of their respectM cwnen. AU prices ~re as of 11fi5/02 ,:..i aie_ sul,jtctto· ~inge.-: 
Ou>~ties. pricing and availabRlty are not g11111ITTH<! ~d will w,y ~ ta supply_•~ dtmand. • ~t-lime bV}'tlJ only. Umlttd time offtr: ~ shipping and handling: offer S!JbJ«;t ta ch~~ or.ttn1;1na~ ~-~,~. ,- • : ,_ '. , 
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,-. 
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Bush readies plans 
for North Korea, !raq 
North Korea receives 
diplomacy from U.S. 
Kristina Herrndobler 
Daily Egyptian 
Both countries could be th=ts 
to the United Stites and the world 
at Jai:ge. I:oth ha\'C been accused of 
ha\'ing or tr}:'lg to maintain \,-ea pons 
of mass destruction. Bur both arc nor 
created equal. 
So what is the difference between 
lraq and North Korea? 
science department. In fuct. he thinks 
that should be the case. 
"People are really stan-ing to death 
in N,>rth Ko=." Friend said. "Their 
gm·ernment is spending money it 
doesn't ha\-e on dC\-cloping \1-eapons. 
But I think at this point it is rcally a 
th=t to the United States from the 
gm-ernment there that if they don't 
feed our people, we!!, •hey arc using 
this to bargain.• 
While the situation in North 
Korea may be \\1>rse, it is also gta\'C 
in ]rag, where the gm-ernment and 
its people ha,-e li\'ed under U. S. and 
U.N. sanctions fan-ears. 
NEWS 
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Mark Twain activities 
at the Public Library 
Fon;:; of any age can register at 
the Carbondale Public Library, 405 W. 
Main, until the Pnd of January to read 
or frsten to novels. short stories, essays. 
and poems by Midwestern author Mark 
J~t~· l~l C:~tsr"::!J"~~!~\'~ 
~Jr~!tCi~i: ~~1T:~~ti~~~ks 
Feb. 17 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. the 
Elsenpeter Marionettes will perform 
~~~~\:rt;1:;r:r°!:~!ci!: 
ticin desk at tlie library beginning Jan. 
27. There wrll also be a frog-jumping 
cnntest. 
Feb. 23 at 2 p.m. Mark Twain imper• 
sonator Warren Bro1M1 will perform his 
one-man show. This will be followed 
~it~~!f~~g~~ld~~ ~~~~t~~: 
Twain enthusiasts. 
The\· arc the same in that President 
Geor:g-e.\\'. Bush namc-d both coun-
tries ~ members of the "axis of c\-il," 
and said he \1>\\-ed not to "reward bad 
beh:n-inr" t<· either. 
Friend said the United States 
is more· threatened by the lr.iqi 
gm-ernment because, for one, they 
may already h:n-e such weapons. In 
addition, he s:ud, th;:rc is no question 
of what Saddam Hussein r: ght want 
to do with them, while ti,e biggest 
fear at the moment from North Ko= 
is the sale of nuclear \\'Capons on the 
black market. 
F"mally, there will be a trip to Hannibal 
, , in Missouri. For more information on the 
Still, the Bush Administration savs 
aid is possible for North Korea if th~y 
dis.1nn their nuclear \\-capons pro-
gram, while none of the sort is being 
offered to the Iraqi gm-ernment. 
="'"-"o,""c"",TA""L..,_C.;.:Lo""·a'-E='-(K~.Fl..;JTi ~bli~Li~~i;~l~~~~;insitlhe 
This undated satellite . imagP. from DigitalGlobe, a satellite 
imaging company, shows a dormant construction site of a nuclear 
reactor at Taechon, North Korea. 
In fact, Iraq has denied possessing 
weapons of mass destruction and 
has read,11itted inspectors. All the 
while, North Ko=, which a!read\· 
has ad\-:ine<.-d missile technology, ha~ 
bo.1>ted that it is rest1rting its nuclear 
program. U. N. inspectors han, also 
been expelled and the communist 
muntn- withdrew from the Nuclear 
Nonp~liferation T re.11:y. 
"While the black market can also 
be dangerous - the whole point ofit 
is not knowing who buys them - at 
least they are probably just )ooking 
to make mone,: Saddam Hussein 
isn't looking to make money with his 
weapons." 
chemical and biological programs or 
fuce the possibility of war. 
exhausted diplomatic efforts \\ith Iraq 
either." 
In pursuit of the exhaustion of all 
diplomatic efforts, ,Muldoon and other 
ad\'ocates for non-\iolent solutions arc 
having the fourth in a series of teach-
ins on Thursday. 
In response, the United States is 
prep,1ring for \\':lr with lraq, while in 
qu<=St of a diplomatic solution with 
Notrh Korea. 
But this comes as no big surprise 
to Eddie Friend, a doctoral student 
and teaching assistant in the political 
Still the question remains as to 
whether or not lr.iq e\'CO has weapons 
of mass destruction. 
Last \\-eek, Chief U.N. weapons 
inspector Hans Bli.x said the inspec-
tors haYe found "no smoking gun" in 
Iraq thus fur. But the tone changed a 
bit 1\londaJ' as he s;ud that Iraq must 
pro\·ide new c,,,·idence about its nuclear, 
In the meantime, messages con-
tinue to spill from the \\'bite House 
offering food and eneigy aid to North 
Korea if the impo,-erished country 
disarms its nuclear weapons program. 
Director of the Interfaith Center 
and anti-n-:ir acti\'ist Hugh Muldoon 
applauds the diplomatic efforts the 
United States is offering North Ko=, 
but sa\-s the same should be offered in 
regaru to Iraq. 
"Diplomacy is the way things need 
r,• be done,~ Muldoon said. "They 
ha,·en"t exhausted such efforts with 
North Ko= yet, but they ha,-en'r 
Randy Auxier, ~ate professor 
of philosophy, and Joseph Brown, 
director of Black American Studies, 
\\ill speak on "Martin Luther King 
Jr. and the War in Iraq," at 7 p.m. in 
Ballroom D of the Student Center. 
Rrporttr Kristina Herrndab!er . 
,an be rrathed at 
kherrndoblcr@dailyerol'tian.!="m 
Civil Service Employees 
prepare to bargain 




Uni\'crsity. He has $aid that reduced ~ate 
funding combined "-irh additional money 
spent on group health imur.ince created a 
:\gainst a backdrop of deadlocked roughly Sl5S million budget hole. 
negotiations herwcen the F:icult\· In a rerent intcn·iC\,·, \\'endler 
:\½Ociation and SJUC administrario~, expressed frustration that some don"t see 
anothL-r campus union is gearing up for the situation from his pcrspecti\'C. 
,1mrr.1cr talk,,, "Tell her (Pommier) to put on her 
Ru:h Pommier, president 01 the thinking c.1p." he said. -I.don't know 
:\,-.>.:i.1tion of Ci\~I Ser,ice Employees, \\·hat to tdl these people." 
,aid ,he plan• to file an inten: w b.1r- But for Pnmmicr, more c.,rlanation 
~.tin btcr this month w:rh Beh York. is nL-edcd. 
SllJC's din-c,or of La.'>.,r and Emp]on:c -1 rhink it docs not ><=n-c them wdl to 
R"btiom. • · be <c-crctive and sikm," she ~aid. 
Th" initial m"c:in::: will prnh.1hh- \\\·:idler. thrmgh, said his own 
ukc pbc" in Fd,rn:m· ·or ""rh: .\I.ire!;, d::;,,r:mcri: h.1s ah,, ix-en alicct"d b,· the 
P,,m,~ier said, The u,;ion has ~ b.1rgain- budget shortfall. · 
in:; unit or 53; ci\'il s<:rvicc <"mpl;,yccs ~I didn·t I."' hm· new furniture for mv 
wi10 work at SIUC pcrtonnin:,:- clerical office. l ha,:;,n·t t.~>llcn a raise sincc J\'.,, 
;1r.d a:lmin:,tr.1tiw 1.1,ks. been here and I J;mb.!bly nL"\'er will," !'aid 
'i;,rk could nor he reached for com- \\lcndlcr,whoeamedS251,100lastvcar. 
men:. \\'hile the Association of ·Ci\'il 
:\t thi, point, Pommier is accepting Sen-ice Employees is far from pn.y.uing 
fo.,dh.Kk from union m"mbers about for a possible strike, Pommier said her 
h,r:_..;ainin;; issues and 5'l}'S that pay is union supports the efforts of the Faculty 
one point she plans to bring to the table. Association, which is enmroilcd in negD-
She sJid lurgaining tc-:ims \\1>n't discuss tiations with the Universitv. 
s.1Lirics until aftc-r state appropriati<ins ,Members of the F:icuin· Association 
in ?Ila,·. \1>tL-d in No\'ember in fm;r of al!m,-ing 
"?lionL·}" is important," Pommier said. i'.\lorteza D.meshdoosr, their president, to 
"T., this group, it is central." call a strike on or after Feb. 3 if talks at 
Thats one n.-:ison why Pommier is the bai:gaining table don't lead ro a nc,,,\' 
wondering whar happened to the more . contract beforehand. 
than Sl million she sa\-s the Uni\'Crsir, Pommier s;ud her union could no: 
sawd last year by a ,,;iuction of ch·il- join with faculty in a strike if there is 
serrice employees. a \\-:ilkout because of a no-strike clause 
The union, which Pommier said has in rheir contract. Howe•,er, ci\'il SC!\'icc 
a bargaining unit that fluctuates with members, in the C\'t:llt of a strike, arc free 
staff changes, dropped last year from to u.se their free time to join in pickering 
571 emplo}'CCS to 52]. Pomnuer said she and aid the faculty with clerical work or 
dc-csn'tbeliC\-eSIUC intentionallymisap- other needed tasks. 
propriatcd the money- she just wants to Although the duties of the ci\-il 
knmn\'here it went. !-CI'\-icc workers arc different from those 
"\Ve\-e certainly pursued this· anl of faculty, Pommier s;ud the \mrk of both 
e\'"'}1>ne sap '\'Ve don't know,- she said. groups has the same goaL 
"l\Iy reaction is: If )1>U don't know, you "Our core nussion is the same - to 
need to find out." sen-e students," she said. 
But SJUC Chancellor Wa.lrer 
\Vcndler said the money disappeared 
in state funding reductions that hit the 
Rrporttr Btn Batl:in wn be rrather; at 
bbotkin@dailyegyptia_n.com 
Ambulance 
picks up service 
Greg Cima 
Daily Egyptian 
The Jackson County 
Ambulance Sen-ice will take 
over calls for non-emergency 
rr.insports today. 
Jackson Count-: Sheriff 
\ \'illiam Kilc1uist said his office 
cut the handling of the calls 
from its. budget because they 
were hurting the deplrtment's 
ability to respond to emergen-
cies. 
Dottie ;,lilcs, director of the 
Jackson County Ambulance 
Senire, said the ser,ice trans-
fem.·d is handling of phone calls 
for scheduling tr.insportation to 
doctnrs' offices, optometrists, 
and dialpis for people \\-ith 
disabilities. The operations of 
\·ans themseh·cs ha,·c alw:l\-s 
been handled by the ambulan~c 
sc-r,ice. 
The Sheriff's office has pro-
,ided dispatch sen·ices for the 
"wheelchair \"ans" since ]994, 
hut has cur the program because 
of"undue stress" on dispatchers, 
Kilquist said. 
Kilquist said his dispatchers 
were O\'Cf\\'helmcd by the extra 
requests to schedule rides that 
were coming in at the same time 
as the. 9ll calls. He said the 
change in policy :md responsibil-
ity will relie"c stress ::.nd reduce 
liabilit)' in his dispatch center. 
The sheriff's office began 
ambulance-dispateh sencices 
for the county in 1988 in .1rdcr 
to reduce duplication of services 
by both departments. Kilq11is1 
said that the oepartmem began 
taking a small number of 
non-emergency calls, hut they 
ha\'c increased to almost 5,000 
annualh·. 
He ;aid the calls ,!so require 
additional phone time for dis-
patchers to determine Medicare 
~nd pri,"ate-pay eligibility. 
1\'liles estimated the addi-
tional manpower needed will 
cost about S33,500 annuall\'. She 
said the department is try~ng to 
keep costs down, but there has 
been talk of the County Board 
n.-allocating some mon;}. it has 
ht-en gi,·ing to the Sheriff's 
Department for dispatch 
scniccs. 
Sheriff Kilquist said the 
monq gi\·cn to the sheriffs 
office was gh·cn for the emer-
gency dispatch calls, not the 
non-emergency scn·iccs it 
mlumarily took up in 1994. 
Miles said the change will 
also require her dcparlmcnt to 
buy new equipment and hire 
more personnel for the non-
emergency line, but she e:pects 
a smooth transition. 
She said there will he 
someone answering phon,s 
beginning at 6 a.m. today to 
handle the additional duties. 
There "ill be about four more 
people hired part-time to take 
calls :md schedule dri\'ing times 
for the three \'ans. 
Miles said the ambulance 
senice will re]ic,,,-e the sherifrs 
office from about 400 calls e\-cry 
month. She said this will hdp 
-with· ·a pretty good chunk of 
·work a.J.Sing this burden." · 
The new phone number.for 
non-emergency transportation . 
in Jackson County is 549-8500. 
Rrporttr Grrg Cima 
am br rt:achrd ,u 
gcima@_dailyeg}l'tian.com 
Entry fonns for artist 
competition accepted 
through Feb. 14 
The deadline for entries in 
the Southern Illinois Artists Open 
Competition is Feb,uary 14. Sponsored 
by Cedarhurst, the exhibition will be fea-
tured in the Main Gallery of the Mitchell 
Museum at 2400 Richvie,,v Road in Mt 
Vernon June 14 through August 24. 
m~p~tlnipx:~:e ~/!~~~ 
:~:r~~: ~~io:t~d J:;!~\ifi 
be accepted through Feb. 14. For more 
information and an en!Jy form, call 
Cedarhurst at 618-242•1236. 
Lake Land College 
ag students can 
study in Effingham 
Lake Land College students who 
plan to earn bachelor's degrees here at 
SIUC's College of Agricultural Sciences 
\viii be able to work on junior-level 
classes in Effingham when spring 
semester stars. 
Under an agreement signed 
between the two schools in November, 
SIUC w,11 offer three night courses worth 
a total of seven credits to Lake Land stu• 
dents at that college's Kluthe Center for 
Higher Education and Technology, 1204 
Net>.vork Ce,1tre Drive in Effingham. 
Lake Land staff can assist students 
with admissions and registration ques-
tions. Prospective students also may 
contact David Shoup, dean of the agri• 
culture sciences college, who will tead1 
t\vo of the three courses. at 453-2469, 
Anyone who used 
CPR could be eligible. 
for Heartsaver Award 
Nominations will dose for this year's 
American Heartsaver Awards Frida)'. The 
American Heart Association would like 
nominations if anyone has used CPR or 
ari automated external delibnllator in 
the last year. 
On Feb. 26, people in Illinois \viii 
be recognized for helping save a life by 
using CPR or a heart-shocker machine. 
Nominees will be recognized at a !un-
cheon and then be formally a-.varded at 
a press conference in Springfield. 
Anyone wanting more informa• 
tion about American Heartsaver Day 
or requesting a nomination form may 
call l-800-252-8511 and ask for Susan 
Fuchs. 
Help available to 
offset energy bills 
Jackson County, along with three 
other counties, are receiving energy and 
service grants to reconnect heat and/or 
electricity that has been disconnected. 
Gross income of an entire family over 
a 30-day period is used to determine 
who \viii receive the grants, which are 
issued by Western Egyptian Economic 
Opporturiity Council in Steeleville. 
Those in need of ener;gy assistance. 
which was first gi11en out m ~ptember, 
should contact the Western Egyptian 
Outreach Office in the county where 
ro~ ti~~; ~t: ~~~w,;~:Ta:;~ 
Co~nty !5. 684·3341. 
--------'-·~~--'"··· 
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Consumers not as consuming Strike conc~rns parents 
Year-end figures barely 
above last .year·'s 
Brian Peach 
Daily Egyptian 
\Vith the holiday rush over, local and 
national businesses are counting up 1:1cir 
receipts, and the 2002 season showed the low-
est sales increase from pn:11ious ·years in more 
than a decade. 
· The annual National Retail Saies Report 
issued Mon.hr by Shopp:rTrak, a national 
retail analysis firm, fountl the gro\\1h to be a 
mere 1.6 percent nationally. ' 
"We review retailers, businesses and food 
chains throughout the co•1ntry," said Jim 
Martin, vice president of dat.i management 
for ShopperTrak. "This was a soft year for sales 
overall.~ 
Some local businesses in Carbondale felt 
the pressure as well. P Mac Music, 100 N. 
Glenview, has been open since 1998, and 
Manager Josh Rayburn saicl the music store 
o.-petienced its worst holiday season· so far. 
Rayburn attributes this mainly to the economy. 
He said that with a local hospital and prison 
closing in the past year, which caused more 
· than 2,000 people to lose their jobs, a slight 
decrease in sales was almost to be e.xpected. 
"The economy was hit hard this past year, 
and the holidays aren"t usually .is busy for us as 
the rest of the year ist Rayburn said. "Stucl~nts 
head out of town for break. But, now •\,~ 
tney're back, business is back on track.ft 
;\ccording to a separate report issued by 
the lnternational Council of Shopping Centers 
(]CSC), music, video and home entertainment 
sales were down more than 8 percent nation-
allv. 
'Frank \Vard, co-owner of2 Girls &a Guy 
Boutique, 601 W. i\hin St., said the jewelry 
store has been open for three years and although 
the final numbers ha,,: not been calculated, he 
said it ,,-as probably the slowest season so far. 
"It wasn't an outstanding year, but it wasn't 
bad for us either," Ward said. "We did a lot of 
business in No,-cmber, but during th:: holidays, 
people just didn't seem as sure about shopping 
and spending money as they usually r re. 
"The economy was a little unsettled, and I 
think everyone felt it." 
Bob Hardy, general manager for Illinois 
Centre Mall in Marion, said he has talked to 
managers of all the stores in the mall, and the 
figures show a close to 1-percent in::rea.<e for 
the total sales. 
In relation to national figures, Hardy said 
dectronic ::nd book sales did very ,-.:etl, while 
apparel sales were much lower. 
. According to the NRS Report, this season 
also had six fewer showing days than in 
2001, and Patrice Duken, manager of Media 
Relations for the ICSC s3id that could be one 
of the reasons for the low numbers. 
•Fewer clays alway:,; brinI, less spending, 
,.hile geopolitical.concerns and the threat of 
war add to people's apprehension," Duken said. 
•Consumers \\"Cre unsure of the stock market 
and concerned with job security, so they just 
weren't as moti\"ated this )"Car." 
Hardy said that the lO\\'Cf sales during the 
holiday season brought big sales in the new 
)"Car, but C\"en then shoppers were apathetic 
about spending money. 
"Drastic price reductions after Christmas, 
some up to 50 percent, didn't seem to stir con-
sumers into spending the money they might not 
have spent before the holidays," he said. 
Counting the days follO\\-ing Thanksghing, 
and ending in early January, Duken said the 
2003 shopping season will have one more 
shopping day than last )-car, bringing the total 
to27. · 
"Sales are projected to gradually go up, 
assuming we don't have a major economic 
crisis,~ she said. "\Vars, for example, tend to 
decrease ,ales O\'Cr the holidays." 




The Faculty Association has yet to back 
dO\Vll from its position and the administra-
tion still remains hesitant to grant the faculty's 
request for a 21-percent sa!aty increase and 
benefits during the next three years. 
As a result, many students are beginning 
to wonder what will happen if the strike date 
arm,:s without an agreement being reached. 
Ben BlaC:;er, a· sophomore in architecture 
from Mansfield s:ud he is most concerned 
about how a strike would impact seniors who 
are expected to graduate •his spring .. 
•some of the older students in my classes 
are re:tlJy·upm," Blacker said. "I think they 
are sympathetic to the teachers' situation, but 
also don't want to risk sacrificing what they've 
wotked so hard for." · 
Blacker's mother, Martha Willi, said she 
\\-as invoh-cd in a strike when she \\"aS a high 
school teacher, but has nC\-cr seen it happen at 
the collegiate level. • 
"As a former teacher I know how 
impcrtant it is for the faculty to stick up for 
themseh,:s, but at the same time I wonder 
what kind of irreversible damage it could do 
to the Unh-crsity,ffWilli said. 
Kris Smith, a freshman in education from 
Springfield said his family is most troubled by 
the possibility of graduate assistants taking 
over if the f.iculty walks out. Smith's aunt, 
Jackie Richie, doesn't bcliC\-c that graduate 
assistants would be able to pro,ide the quality 
of education necessary for the students. 
"I think one of the main reasons you go to 
college is to be taught by professors, not thcir 
assistants; Richie said. 
Although SC\-cral students said their 
parents were follo\\ing the strike ~-cry.closely, 
many said their parents haJ shown little inter-
est in the situation up to this point. 
SIUC spokeswoman Sue Davis said ti1at 
she has recciveci very little contact from 
parents interested in the possibility of a strike. 
Of the 1,500 students who missed the spring 
tuition deadline, only a fC\v parents listed 
concern about ~ :;trike as the reas:m for miss-
ing the deadline. 
"There have only been a few calls from 
parents worried about a strike, ff Davis said. 
Tyler Sapp, an undeclared . sophomore 
from Mahomet said his parents hadn't s~d 
anything about the strike and didn"t imagine 
they would unless a strike happened. 
"I think it would be a dC\-astating blow to 
the Uni\-crsity, but I think many parents are 
waiting to see if it actually happens before 
they begin to show concern," Sapp said. 
. The_ Faculty Association, who just began 
renting out a storefront on South lllinois 
Avenue to Ser\"C as a posS1ole strike head-
quarters, has thus far managed to remain 
organized throughout the negotiations. 
Professor Mar/ Lamb said that the most 
important issue currently facing the faci:ilty is 
th:ir ability to maintain faculty lines. 
"F:ulure to do so could lead to an C\-cntual 
loss of programs and students that could hin-
dl!f the Unn-crsity," Lamb said. 
In order to address the Faculty Association 
and the students and parents who rr.ay be 
concerned, the administration recently began 
producing an lnternet new.letter to help 
communicate its position on issues they feel 
pertinent to the University community. 
The newsletter, called Straight Talk, 
began appearing at http://nC\vs.siu.edu/ 
negotiations/straighttalkfmdex.html on Jan. 
8 to respond to faculty statements and present 
the administration's own message. 
A la.rge part of Straight Talk has btcn 
devoted to the differences in viC\,-s ben,-cen 
the administration and faculty, but a recurring 
theme has been the ::idminJStration's rugh level 
of respect for the faculty and their opinions. 
&porter Andy Horo~ can be rtatl:ed at 
ahoronzy@dailyegyptian.com 
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OUR WORD 
HRC: Once more, 
with feeling 
And again. 
The Human Relations Commission has now been on 
the City Council's agenda for about one year. lt began as 
an idea for change, but like many other good ideas, it has 
fallen victim to those um,illing to sec the possibilities. 
\Ve find this disturbing. The DAILY EGYl'TIA,'\' has 
,·oiccd concems several times in regard to the Human 
Relations Commission :md the lack of strong action by 
the City Council to get this thing off thc ground._ 
The council displayed its stubborn on-the-fence posi-
tion yet again at its Jan. 7 meeting when the que~tion of 
whcthcr the Human Relations Commission shmild haYe 
subpoena power arric•ed at the table. Although no formal 
YOtes were madc, the decision to pass on the issue and 
begin deciding how the commissio'l \\ill work \\ithout 
subpoena power appears to be the laid-back, no-decision 
action the Cin· Council was looking for. 
During th~ mce,ing. a local la,,::·cr and one candidate 
for the spring City Council elections stood and spoke 
against the subpoena power in faYor of businesses. They 
exprc.~sed the concern that businesses would ha,·e finan-
cial trouble if forced to pay attorney's fees when subpoe-
naed. 
But n,:o people arc not enough on which to base an 
entire decision, even if that decision was not forrnallY 
made. \ Ve understand that many businesses may be c:on-
cemed ab0ut 1hc finan.:ial costs im·olvcd when dealing 
with b.,,:·ers and subpoena.,, but we believe that cr::ating 
a commission without power to accomplish anything 
would make hsr year's work worti,les,. 
Bill Norw0 ,cl, co-chair of the origin:i.! task force and 
a strong ad\'Ocate of si.:bpoena powcr~was only given 
one-day's no1icc and could not attend the meeting. ln 
addition, the m~eting took place during a school break, 
when few students could attend. Feb. -4 is tnc next time 
the council will likely di.-:cuss this issue. VVhile the city 
will simpl,I' be bypassing the issue, we hope that sup-
port1:rs ,,f the , .•bpoc1:;, power will voice their opin-
ions, 
\\'c\·e s.1ic it before, and we will say it again. The 
HRC needs subpoena power. Because of this no-deci-
sion action, it appears that the Cit\' Council has no 
true interest in accomplishing the goal of creating a 
Human Rdations Commis~ion at all. 
The idr~ began in 2001, when the 
SlU/Carbondalc Task Force on Race 
W · II · · and Communirv Relations su=ested e WI say It agam. a Human Rclaiions Commissfo'~: 
ll1e HRC needs The task force was organized in April 
b 2001 afrtr Carb9ndale Police officers su poena power. used Mace on about llO black students 
while dispc:--.;ing a block party. lt was a 
response to a problem. 
This commission ,\'3S inspired with the idea of help-
ing people a.-:<1 bringing pas1tiYe change to Carbondale. 
If a worker at a local bus,ncss has a complaint and takes 
it to the commission, what !,'OOd can a commission do 
if they can takt no action to investigate? If they can 
subpocn.i the people inmlved, progress may be achieved. 
\Vithout subpoena power, in the end, the commission 
would ~n·e as nothing more than a forum for voicing 
eompbints. 
If the City Council is honestly committed to proYid-
ing a \·oice to wronged minorities, :hey will improve 
their :ipproach to the process of creating such a commis-
sion. The process has taken two years; racial problems 
have plagued Carbondale for many more. 
Vlhilc the EG't1'11AN would lm·e to sec the HRC 
finally rcaliz;d, there's no use skipping the important 
steps. So lets try it once more. 
This time, with feeling. 
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Supre1ne Court deliberations 
threaten Boy Scouts 
Tim Czerwienski 
Boston College Heights (U-wire) 
CHESTNUT HILL, Mass.-The 
California Supreme Cowt is considering foroidding 
the s•.ate< 1,600 judges fro..,, participating in the Boy 
Scours of America. Canon 2C-ofthe Code ofJudicial 
Ethics bars judges from belonging to groups that 
discriminate based on race or sexual orientation. An 
amendment to that canon permit, judges to partici-
pate in non-profit youth groups )jkc the Boy Scours. 
Se,·eral county bar associations, including Los Angeles 
and San Francisco, haYe petitioned the Supreme 
Court, asking that tlus amendment be =-okcd. TI,ey 
beliC\-e that membership in the Boy Scours of America 
compromises a judge's impartiality when faced \\ith 
a homosexual litigant or defe:1dant. The Supreme 
Court is conducting a study to determine its course of 
action. A decision to eliminate the amendment would 
essentially require judges who are Scouts to lc:we that 
oiganization, or lose thcir jobs. 
The Boy Scours of America have faced a bamgc of 
legal and ,-conomic setbacks sinre thcir dubious ,ictory 
in 2000's Boy Scours of America vs. Dale US Supreme 
Court decision. In the Dale case, the Supreme Court 
ruled that the Boy Scouts of tunerica, as a private 
oiganization, could refuse m.:m~lup to openly 
homosexual )'DUths and leaders. The Boy Scouts con-
sider homO>eXU2!ity to be incongruous \\ith their focus 
on traditlonal familyvabes. 
As an Eagie Scout, I consider it unfortunate that 
the o:ganization that I love so much has such an 
antiquated ,.;C\v of sexual orientation. I don't consider 
the Dale decision to be a \ictory for anynr.e. I have 
SC\'eral friends who in addition to being Eagles are als-. 
homosexual. They are some of the most admirable and· 
up,randing men I've had the plc.osure oflmO\,ir.g. I 
beliC\·e the Boy Scouts of America needs to seriously 
reconsider its archaic and narrow-minded pcrspec-
ti,·e, and realize that homosexuals Clll h~ p-:>Si!Ne role 
models. 
_ In spite of this Fhortcoming, I beli~-e my rncmb,:r-
slup in the Boy Samrs of America has shaped me inro 
the kind of person I am toda), If I ha,·c done anything 
laudable in mY life so far, it ;s bc.:ausc l\·c trit-d to b., 
a good Sc:,ut:TI1e Boy Scouts of Americ-a has ht-en 
shaping )'Dung men better than me for almost ninety-
two years. I'm afraid that too many people judge the 
Boy Scouts by the blemish of their exclusion policy 
and not the immense good they do. The Boy Scouts of 
1unerica is not an oiganization dcdic-ated to the exclu-
sion ofhomoso.-uals, bu1 r:uh~r to the shaping of 1,>00<l 
citizens :tnd good leaders. 
A decision by the California Supreme Court to 
pre•·ent its judges from being members of the I:oy 
Scouts of tunc-rica is a ::-.reat 1101 only to one of 
our country's oldest }'Duth organizations, but to the 
Constitution itsd[ The J",r.;: Amendment giYes all 
citizens the right to peaceably assemble ,,ith other 
like-minded individuals. 
Furthennore, ,:,ur natio~'_; highest court has upheld 
the constitutionaliry of ·.he Boy Sc.>uts' membe~hip 
policies. For :tn :-. m cf the gm-ernment to force a judge 
to choose betwc:en his occupation and his comrirution-
ally guaranteed right to assemble is farcical. 
It is a sad trend in our country that what is politi-
cally correct often takes precedence O\'er whi.t is actu-
ally right. \Ve, as a society, Jive in such abject fear of 
offending certain sensitive groups that we are \\illing 
to sacrifice our core principles. In our ravenous quest 
for dh'Ct'Sity, we forget that if C\'Cl)'Dne could belong tc 
every group, we would eliminate that which makes us 
'dh•erse. 
Churches reptlarly discriminate on the basis of 
religion. Same-sex high schools and colleges regularly 
discriminate on the basis of gender.\ Ve accept these 
institutions. The Boy Scours of Am~rica, unfortunatel}, 
discriminate on the basis of sexual Jrientation. That 
doesn't mak: its members bigots. TI1at d=n't mai<c its 
members bad men and women. Most import:mtly, that 
shouldn't cost its members their jobs. 
Thm wwiJ do not nrmarrily rrjlrrt thou ef tht DAIi.}; 
EGl'PTUN. 
WORDS OVERHEARD 
i ,1 find that the harder 1 work, the more luck I seem to have.,' J 
'I-
' ' We are totally f~r this country living securely_ nnd pcacef ully in the 
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SWF seeks gr~dparents 
People often say, •Youth is 
wasted on the young." If that's the 
case, l wonder where l fit into that 
statement. 
l suppose a politically cor-
rect term for my situation could 
be, •anccstrally~ch:illenged." In 
other words, l have !-pent most of 
my life surrounding my~elf with 





BY GRACE PRIDDY 
desperately to fill the void in my \'lllcanloi:ic810hotmall.com 
~~~u~~h~:=~~=~~t:1m7;~%~e Lame as it might seem to other 
even formed friendships with . students, l spend a fot of my own 
people in the past \\ith an almost college nights simply longing 
completely one~trnck mind. The · for dinner at Ma and Pa's hcuse, 
sooner I became like family, the enjoying the company of a grand-
sooner I could move in on their father complaining about politics 
grandparents. . and taping PBS specials. I want a 
It feels strange to admit, but. ir,indmo!her there to nag me that 
] ha\'e never felt like I belonged ' · Im worki~g too many hours or 
among my peers. Every Christmas that I don t go to church enough. 
bre.'lk. I listen to mv friends' sto- . As·: listened to the eulogy, 
rics about going ba-:;k home, what I thought of my grandparents 
they did over the holidays, whom . watching O\'er me from heaven 
thcry· visited. as I grow older in their absence, 
1\-c always been and it suddenly struck me. Herc I want a grandmother 
there to nag me that 
I'm working too many 
hours or that I don't 
go to church enough. 
a little j,;ious l am down here, wondering how 
to hear their grandma and grandpa would react 
stories about if they knew] have tried desper-
gr.indma and ately to fill their \'.tcancies in my 
grandp3's house, life. But meanwhile, l wonder if 
the older gen- the.)' ha,·e spent :ill of this time, 
aation fussing themseh-cs, worrying that no one 
m·er them with loving concern. was keeping track of me the way · 
I\·e always felt a little left out. they would ha,·e. I also wonder if 
During New Year's, my one thcry· ha..-e, all along, been secretly 
remaining grandparent passed pra}ing that I would find someone 
away. And strangely, while my ho)- else. I think it would do them well 
ida..- was filled \\ith an inevitable to know sor.icone is still watching 
.!loi>d of memories and grief, few out for Graccry·, pointing out when 
actual tears fell. l'vly grandmother I'm following car bumpers too 
had suffered for many }'Cars from closely and making sure I'm still 
~ch'anced stages of Alzheimer's getting enough chocolate .chips in 
disease. And while the finality of my diet. 
rhc senice and burial registered • And it is in this manner that l 
with all of us, we :ill knew that we s:iy good-bye today to my grand-
had said goodbye to the woman mother, and to the loved ones l 
we knew hng ago. Yet tboughout lost during my childhood. And as 
the funera.'., l couldn't help but the New Year begins, I thank God 
reflect on ~he wa,· la acted and for the others in the communitv 
felt guilty. • through which you continue to' 
Of course, I've always ,isited speak to me. It is through them, 
Grandma, despite her inability to and throug!i me that your legacy 
communicate or even recogniu li\-cs on. · 
me. But all the while, l was out ' 
scavenging the leftover affection 
of mv friend's families. I felt like 
a thi~f. 
Grau is a smicr in arthitmun. Her 
-virws don't nuts1arily reflut thou of 
the D.f!LY EGl7"11.W. 
Strqrn cari't wipe the 
blood fronihis hands 
Eveiy column that I write at the begin-
ning of the semester I always say how good 
it is to be back at the DAILY EGYPTIAN 
and SIU e..-ery semester it is true. It is also 
good to be here in Southern Illinois, which 
1 ha..-e lcamed is an integral part of!llinois. 
Unless you were ming in acn-"',you have 
heard about Sen.Trent Lott's comments 
2nd while I will not dissect :ill of his com-
ments, I am sure we all know them. I would 
like to reflect on one aspect of his com-
ments, which ,verc his St:ntence that he and 
Mississippi supported Strom Thurmond and 
the Dixiecrats when he ran for president. I 
thought about what Strom Thurmond and 
the Dixiecrats stood for in 1948 and it is 
tcrrifjing. 
\ Vhat is even more shocking arc those 
w!io minimized his stlltcments. I ,,ill not 
seek to question his sincerity in his apolo-
gies since only he knows his true feelings. 
NC\,:rthelcss, it is note\\'orthy that he has 
said publicly d>~tJdfcrson Davis, a war 
criminal and a man who supported domestic 
tcrrorism\,'35 his hero. Howe\'Cl', the out-
come of fighting segregation and. Jim Crow 
policies ,,-ere death and mayhem. Many 
people were killed who attempted to eradi-
cate segregation. Which is what Thurmond, 
Lott and the Dixiecrats C!-J>Ouscd. I thought 
about Medgar Evans, the Scottsboro Boys, 
Emmitt Till, the three murdered chi! rights 
workers killed in .Mississippi. I thought 
about the four little black girls killed in a 
church bombing on a Sunday mc,ming 
in 1963 while attending Sunday school I 
thought about the church l,ombings and 
house bombings. I thought about Viola 
L=li, the murdered white woman from 
Detroit, who went to the south to protest. 
I thought about the white minister who 
was murdered during freedom summc: J 
thought about the dogs thar bit innocent 
people who were only exercising their rights 
as Americ::ns. I .bought about Dr. King 
who was killed because he stood against the 
Strom Thurmond's of the world. I thought 
about :ill the Americans who were beaten 
and killed because they were opposed to 
Strom Thurmond's vision of America, 
which Treut Lott said WC would have been 
better offifit was continued. I heard conser-
\':ltn'C pundits and editorials that stated, •oh 
what Lott said was not so bad; it w.is said to 
Having 
My Say 
BY LENIE ADoLPHSON 
lenicadolpluon@}-ahoo.com 
make an old man feel good on his birthdaJ:~ 
Well, to this l say how about telling an 
old man on his binhday, you lived to be 100, 
but because, of the s;.rem that you support-
ed mony of JOur fell"\" Americans did not 
li\'e to sec their next birthday. The racism 
and bigony that you practiced and ad,'0-
cated was dreadful and appalling. HmvC\'Cl', 
I am sure that there was no one at the party 
who had the courage to tell him these facts. 
Strom should have been told that he has the 
blood of hundreds of people on his hands. I 
· have read that Strom Thurmond changed, 
and nmv he is a kinder and gentler racist. I 
\\ish those who were lynched and murdered 
could be here to witn= his rransformation 
from an extremist to a consen'ati\"', but 
maybe that is an oxymoron. There should 
be no grand senatorial birthday p:'~ ties 
for bigots whether Democrats like former 
Klm~man, Robert Byrd or Republicans like 
Strom Thurmond or any bigots of any color. 
fa-ery time an American, whether black or 
white fought against segregation and ws-
crimination, their Jives were in danger and 
many were killed to prcsen,: racism and · 
segregation. 
\Ve cannot excuse bigotry or \>Cf\'e as 
apologist for a racist. The worst part of the 
Lott debacle is that mrny are angry· with 
Lott not for whar he said, bur that he \\'35 
foolish enough to say it publicly and that is 
more fiightcning than Strom Thurmond 
ever was. Th.is is C\ident by a letter that 
\\'35 written in a local paper recently, in 
,"1iich the writer stated, aAil Lott said is · 
what many of us think.~ Unfortun:itely, this 
comes as no swprisc to African-Americans 
- including this writer. 
uNie is aj:mwr in history. Her'tir.i:s tit, not 
r~.ly"jlm th=ofthe DAJLl' Ecrnuv. 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
Colombia: A paradise overlooked 
Jason Moulton 
supreme57 J@aol.com 
· fa'el)'One told me that I shouldn't go. They 
all thought the guerrillas might kidnap me. 
Or maybe the RC\·olution:uy Anned Forces 
. of Colombia (FARC) rcbcls\\'Ould kill me 
in some attack. These thoughts "-ere a bit 
o.treme, but when peoples' imaginations wan-
der, rhe impressions that they tum to arc from 
what they read in a nc·w!paper, see on T.V. or · 
what's depicted in movies. Seriously though, 
it is true. VVhat's the first thing that pops 
into someone·~ mind when the say Colombia?, 
l\-1ost like!); a !)pical person would say cocaine. 
. This mental image of Colombia has tarnished 
;ts reputation for decades. V\'ho's to blame? 
Pablo Escobar ,,r th.- FARC rebels? Well, they 
played their part, but it is mostly fro:n what \\'C 
see and hear from the movies and media. · 
\Vhen I \\'Cnt, I forgot about :ill of that stu-
pefied hearsay. I knC\V of the current political 
situation but l didn't care. What did my family 
and mends think? No one really wanted me to 
go to Colombia. But I had to. I had to see and 
feel fur myself. 
Upon my arrival to Cartagena (coastal 
· city), I became anxious to se1: how it was. The 
:urport \\'35 not full ofli= tock (like it is in 
mm-ies) but it was rather full of something 
else. It was full of the most exotic, gorgeous 
\\'Omen I hacl C\'Cl' =n in my life. After hav-
ing b!Cn ten1porarily stunned by th-,ir beauty, 1 
realized my friends had arrived to pick oe up. 
\Ve went back to our apartment, dropped off 
the lug,_~ and '\\-cot off to the old section of 
the cil}',mCI?: C\'CI)'thing,\-cnt on. We auiscd 
through th,~ cit}; picked up a few drinks, and 
walked on. Wru!e walking around, I noticed 
a heavy presence of policc/mitit:u:y patrolling 
the streets; 11Jis made :ill my fasccu:-ities dis-
appear \\1th the snap of a finger. As I slmvly 
sipped on my Caipirina, we slipped into a 
club. Upon cnt!:ring, two things made a smile 
grace my£!= 1) The number ofbeautiful 
women. 2} fa-eryonc was dancing ••• C\'CI)'One. 
Salsa, meringue, discothtq11e, and dance musk_ 
inspired C\'CI)'One to be out on the fl= mov-
ing. This '\\'35 another thing that :unazcd me 
about thls country. faCI}-onc was born and 
raised to dance. It was alJ 1,'CI)• impressive. But 
READ ERCOMM ENTA RY 
for me, being the gringo that I am, I couldn't 
meet to their standards for d:mc:ng. 
At around 4 a.m., the night "inded dmm 
and,~., made headway for home. As the 
cab drn'Cl' sped dmm the road, my thoughts 
dwindled and I realized I had only been in 
Colombia for 5 hours, Those 5 hours proved 
to be a taste for what was to come. \¥ithin the 
timcfiame of my stay, :ill the negati\-e impres-
sions of Colombia were erased from my head. 
They"-crc replaced by visions ofa lush, tropical 
jungle, the fresh aroma of coffee, and the entic-
ing allure of_the l\'OmC:J from this beautiful 
countt}: 
J,wm's-vitws tit, nat nt'a=rily reflrrt thrue of the 
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'' When I met him, I rr1.1J11ed a couple of bikes. Now I'm a cyclist-I owe that to him for the rest oj my life.,, 
MARY COLLIER - OAU .. "f EGYPTIAN 
Saki Thipkhosithkun, originally from Thailand; led group rides through the back roads and highways 
of Southern Illinois three times a. week for six years. Saki was known throughout the co11ntry for his 
contributions to the sport of cydirig and especially in the Southern Illinois area, through his group 
rides, sponsorship of local_ teams a!Jd work at Carbondale Cy~e. . · 
MARY COLLICA - CAIL.Y EGYPTIAN 
Saki encouraged riders to 'smile and think light' as they hefted 
their bikes up the steep hill leading from Makanda to U.S. High-
way 51. This philosophy that Saki imparted to riders also applied 
to life, believing that no matter how tough things got in life, if you 
smiled and kept your head up, things would come out all right. 
LEGACY 
'They took= of me, so I kept my business with them," 
he said. 
This n·envork offriends qwcklyspre:id the word of Saki"s 
death. People from the are:i and :iround the counn:· orga-
nized a memorial sen-ice and group ride in his honor. 
More than 30 cyclists met early in th~ morning of Dec. 
15 for :1 25-mile ride ·on some of S:oo's fa'Orite roads, and 
paused for :i moment of silence at hls house. Acconling ro 
Gindle_<paq;er and Ezter, the ride was upbeat and relaxed, 
not depressing; The weathex 
was beautiful, a perfect day for 
cycling. · · 
, .; We were doing something that 
all of us loved and Saki loved. Thai 
made it easier on et>eryone." 
"\Ve were doing something 
that :ill of us loved and Saki 
lo,-ed. Tnat made it easier on 
C\'CI}'Onc;" Gindlespargcr said. ..,,,;,, ~,:it~i::;~l: 
Saki's group riders :ind old ------------
mends c:ime together for the memorial sen~ce ar the 
Unitarian Fellowship H:ill in Carbond:ile the Sunday nighr 
-fol!O\,-ing !he ride to share stories and ref!ec: on his lifo. 
They gathered in a circle and shared stories and eq,erirnccs 
th"''d had "~th him. . 
Saki's legacy \\ill ln-e on in the riders he's touched O\'Cf the 
}'C:lI'S, \\no "ill alw:1ys remember ro ~smile and think light." 
I\like l\fagnuson, professor of cre:im-e writing, said are:i 
cyclists "ill continue Saki's rides, and a commemorati,-e ride 
\\ill be held in his name C\'CI)" June. He said the group \\ill 
rem:iin strong despite Saki's passing. 
"When I met him, I owned a couple ofbikes. NO\,. J'm a 
cyclisr-1 O\\'C that to him for the rest of my life." 
RrpcrtLr Brmdan Cc!Tzrr can he rtathtd at 
brolliCI@dailyegyptian.cpom 
• "·. , ., . MARY coU:1EA - DA1LY EGYPTIAN 
Local cyclists rid1{thfough town the mornin&of DeC:. 15 for a memorial ride in honor of.Saki. Riders spoke of hearing Saki's laughter 
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Legislation proposes 
financial aid expansion 
Jessica Mosby 
The California Agsie 
(U. California-Davis) 
c.xl"--dite the time between a student's 
financial aid application and when 
they rccci,,: funds. It would also 
expand the Higher Education Act 
to make scholarships more readily 
a,"J.i!able for low-incorr.c and minor-
ity students to attend law school 
Carbondale Chamber of Commerce 
plans ·to issue survey on new I-JRC 
DAVIS, Calif. (l1-\VIRE) 
- Red tape, endless paperwork and 
an incn:asing cost of education arc 
just ~me of the factors that the fed-
eral Committcc on Education and 
\ Vorkforcc took into consideration 
when drafting the FED UP legisla-
tion, which aims to make financial 
aid more rcadilv a,"J.i!ablc and easier 
for college stud~ts to obtain. · 
The bill is the result of research 
conducted by the Upping the 
Effectiveness of Our Feder.al 
Student Aid Program, which 
C\"J.luated responses submitted by 
college officials and administrators. 
Participants recommended modi-
fications and reforms to streamline 
the financial aid process. 




Additionally, the bill will help 
students :1\-oid defaulting on educa-
tional loans by allowing increased 
flexibility on payment pbns and 
renegotiations with lenders. 
The Unhi:rsity of Califomia-
Da\is has a 2.3 percent student loan 
default r:ate, which is ronsidacd ''Cf)' 
low by the federal gmi:mmenL The 
r:atc is important in a unhi:rsity's abil-
ity to offer loans because a high rate 
can jeopardize the loans a,"J.i!able. 
President George \V. Bush has 
also pledged to in= a,"J.ilability of 
higher education to 8.4 million stu-
dents through billions in new grants, 
loons and \\'Ork-stuJy programs. 
Bmke Wasson 
Daily Egyptian 
The Carbondale Chamber of 
Commcrcc agreed Tuesday to illl'\'t)' 
local business owners about their 
concerns with the pending Human 
Relations Committee. 
The City Council .has app=i:d 
crc:ition of the HRC, .which would 
deal with discrimination based on r:acc, 
sexual orlenbtion or gender by police 
officers, city officials and business 
owners. 
The chamber's board of direc-
tors \\"Jilts to g:mgc opinions from 
businesses while respecting owners' 
confidentiality. Its members agreed 
that an anon)mous sur.'t)' is the best 
\\"J.Y to acromplish that. · 
"A lot of business owners \\"Jilt to 
speak, but arc hcsibnt to do so; cxccu· 
mi: director S:tr:i lkrkbigier said. "Due 
... ··'"'"''""'';,,~;i"• .;,41~\gJ1t 11:{J;,:, .•. 
who I ive, ·. bre_ath~~,~~-~}~ 
and think in-.,,.;:,,r::::·~', 
5 out ~:-~1~)}1J~~t} .. 
no·ma'fter your credit 
rating, age .. or. 0 job · 
no matter how,;any_9ne .. ···. 
else treats' 'yo·u ' . 
what the other 
companies 
told you 
you deserve better 
you deserve to 
stop worrying 
you deserve to start 
talking ar.d listening 
you deserve 





no ·credit check 
no age limit 
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to the scnsith,: nature, they don't want 
to be publicly critical" 
Board members said they ha,,: 
recently heard concerns from local 
business owners about the HRC. 
"\Ve ha,,: rccchi:d romments that 
the respondent doesn't ha,i: enough 
due process in a rompl.tint; Berkbigler 
said. 
Some boanl members wish to keep 
the SUI'\")' short and to the point. Boan! 
member Ste\i:n Haynes pr,:fers :1. SUI'\")' . 
that is "fast, sweet and simple."' 
"'The sum:y needs to be straight to 
the point so that it's more meaningful; 
Ha)nes said. "When we do this, don't 
ha,,: more than fo,:, six, SC\'Cll qucs· 
tions. It \\oold be too redundant." 
The boord of directors will draw 
up the SUf\'t)' in a fair and objccm,: 
manner soon. 
"'The: SUI'\")' will probal,ly be drawn 
up by the ,-cry end of this week or~ 
beginning of next week," Berkbigler 
said. "It will be extremely objccti\,:, 
We~~i:z:J~~C\Y committee's 
ex.ice makeup, pD\\'Cl'S and duties 
rontinucs. The question of whether 
the HRC should be a guideline for 
behavior or a gm,:mmcnt body cipable 
of sanctioning la,vs and subpoenas 
is still being deb:tted. The nature of 
selecting the rommittcc's 11-membcr 
boon! is also being debated. 
Mayor Neil Dillard said the HRC 
is an ongoing ~ that will ron· 
tinue to be deb:tted. Di!Iard f:i,-ors the 
exploration of all a,,:nucs to make the 
rommittec work. 
"If \\,:'re going to do it, do it the 
right ,\"J.y; Dillard said. "We need to 
look at cvay possiole ,\"J.y." 
&porur Burh ll'lWDn mn k rtaclxJ at 
bwasson@dailycgypt~n.com 
1FREE. P.ASTA!1 
: Purchase. one large order of ~asta and 1 
1 . receive one order or, pasta of : 
1 equal or lesser va ue FREE!! 1 
I ~1:J;."'~~lltd~t=~'e::.~~Mflm. I OnoCU4"JII~~ bpi,al'cbnmy U,2001. ·. 
: 1'J.-lfotll : 
L ·Southern Illinois' P. remier Entertainment n Venue· 
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Book sales competition thickens 
Online buying 
provides alternative 
Jessica Yorama · 
Daily Egyptian 
While. some students bmle long .. 
lines in Carbondale's bookstores to bu)·· 
textbooks, othe:s are making purchases 
comfortably sc:ited at their romputcrs. 
Online buying, although not a 
major competitor, has come a long way 
as a supplier of college textbooks. 
Da\id Fcller, ~ii-cctor of m:uketir.g 
:md strategy -for online purchasing 
company Hal£com, said students 
should remember Internet companies 
when hll)ing textbooks. 
"It's up to the indi,.iduaJ cust<>mer 
to deride if online bu)ing is for diem; 
Feller said. "But a• time goes on, pr.-ople 
are finding their destinations onlinc.~ 
Feller s.-ud that advertising has 
helped the company achieve the 
signitic:int increase they sec from 
\'C:!r to \'C:IT. Feller said sales for onlinc 
textbooks typie1Ily rises 240 percent 
during textbook seasons with the help 
of ad\i:rtising in college newspapers 
and welcome packets. 
HO\,n-cr, C\'al an increase of more· 
than double .docs not make online 
companies a fierce competitor against 
~rares. 
In spite of bookstnres' decrea:;e in 
ad,i:rtising during spring semester, 
boc\;store manager Chris Croson said 
sales have been imprming from the 
pre\'JOUS)'C:IT• 
·"It's been unusually b~,; said 
Croson, manager ot University 
Bookstore. "Usually in the spring 
people wait until the weekend to buy 
books, but this year sales doubled 
early on: · 
Comparison of, bookstore prices and 
online buying company 
710 Saluki University Half.com 
Bookstore Bookstore Bookstore 
English 101 $40.50 $40.50 $41.75 $33.75 
r, 
i 
Math 113 $69.40 $69.40 ·!tl4.75 s24.95 l 
Psychology $54.75 $57.00 $57.00 $43.95 
102. 
Zoology. $57.00 $58.25 $58.25 $60.00 ~ 
115 
Croson said his store began prepar-
ing for the start of spring semester as 
early as SC\°Cll weeks before school by 
stocking supplies and ami:rtising on 
,-aric,us forms of media. 
Although sales on online rompa-
nies have risen, Croson is confident 
this form of purchasing is not yet ciuse 
for alarm. According to Croson, this 
has only been rcsponSJole for a two to 
three-percent loss. 
"Online bU)ing is usually some-
thing people tend to use more for 
leisure items and ro.1books are defi-
nitely not something an)pne wants to 
purchase," said Croson. • After you 
order the textbook )1>U lm-e io wait, 
then there's shipping and handling. 
Then what if the instructor changes 
the to."tbook? Returning it is going to 
be an inconvenience." 
Mike P=hbachcr, manager of 
offise products for 710 Bookstore 
agreed that bu)ing from a bookstore is 
JOSH MISKINIS - 0Atl.Y EGYPTIAN 
preferable ro purchasing online. 
"F':rst of all, I th.1.ue people like the 
idea of dealing face ti? face with scme-
onC: said Perschbacher. "People like 
to ha\-e the copy right in front c,f them 
so they Cln be certain it's the right one. 
Also the process of e:xchanging is a lot 
quicker." 
Although sales are steadily increas-
ing for Ha1£oom, which cpened in 
1999, Feller said the intention of the 
company is hardly to contena' \\ith 
bookstores any time in the near future. 
"We have around 200 million 
items in stock so we offer a lot of 
value," said Feller. "So far we've 
been working well \\ith the stores as 
well as the customer. Vve gn-e diem 
the opportunity to sell their books 
online. This enables us to ha\·e a 
relationship with the .bookstore.• 
Rr;,u,tn]e.w.a lemma can be mulxd at 
jyorama@dailyegyptian.com 
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Law ·students se~ hope 
in death_ pem,lty decision 
Molly Schranz . 
Chicago Maroon (U. Chicago) 
CHICAGO (U-WIRE)-A 
petition drafted by two University of 
Chicago Law School students saw 
vindicati~n when G_m,:mor George 
Ryan commuted the death sentcna:s 
of all 167 inmates on death row in · 
the state of Illinois during a speech 
at Northwestern University Law 
School on Saturday. The letter to 
the gm-emor was signed by m-e.· 140 
students from law schools th. ·.ugh-
out the state. 
"\Ve\-c ,vorked non-stop all 
fall,p said Elizabeth E:iclw-n, a law 
student and co-author of the petition 
to Ryark "You sort offr:,:J like )1>u\-e 
had a ,ictory this pm Saturday but 
)1>U're not done." 
Ryan's announcement, which 
e:tme at the end of his contf'J\-ersial 
term, was his second of the week-
end. 
On Friday Ryan pardoned four 
inmates while speaking at DePau·1 
Law School. 
•J bcliC\-e he did it based on what 
he thought was the right thing to do,p 
said Jennifer E=lante, ro-authorof 
the petition and a law student who 
,vorks at the l\facArthur Center for 
Justice, of the gm,:mor's blanket 
commutation. 
University of Chicago law stu-
dents were part of a lawr nemi,rl; 
of uni\-ersity students in Illinois 
working on behalf of death row 
inmates. 
1'vo classes at Northwestern 
University had been w01king on 
the exoneration of I\,,, death ro\\ 
inmates for the past =-era! years. 
Both men, Aaron Patterson and 
Leroy Orange, w~r-c pardoned _on 
Friday on account of having been 
forced to deliver f:ilie confessions. 
"The Illinois capital punishment 
system is broken; Ryan said in the 
spceclt. He went on to quote former 
Supreme Court Junice Harry 
Blackmun, saying, "From this day 
forwud I no longer shall tinker ,.;th 
the machines .:if death." 
The student-Id effort was sup-
ported by strong :id'IOcicy among 
faculty at law schools throughout 
the state a'ld was praised for its 
initi:l.m-c. 
"What the law students did was 
quite wonderful. It's important fur 
Jaw students to makr. thcir voia:s 
heard, that they went across the state 
and gathered so many signatures," 
said Jean Maclean Snyder, lecturer 
at the University Law School and 
the MacArthur Justice Cr.ntcr. 
Regarding the mom-:,.tion of 
Ryan's final actions, there has been 
praise as well as suspicion. 
He is currently being investigated 
for a scandal dealing ,.;th dri,-ers' 
licenses granted in exchange for 
bnoes while he was sa:retan· of 
state, and some have su~ed 
that he u~ the death penalty as 
an opportunity to deflect personal 
criticism. 
Still, many maintain that Ryan's 
actions were latgcr than anype=nal 
issue. 
"In tne current political climate 
you ha\-e to pinch yourself," 
said Snyder, who attendee the 
Northwestern' speech. "One person, 
. a single act, made such a differ-
ence ... 
r----~-~-----~--y----------~~~~-T--------~---~--• 
FREE Pizza I One Topping Pizza 1 ',pracialty Pizza 
. I · . I Medium Large 
Buy Any Large Pizza. At I Medium Large I . . gg 
Regular Menu Price-, Ge~ $799 $ 99· : $1099 $12 
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Tired of yellow teeth? Brownish tongue? 
Improve your kisser with FREE teeth cleanings right here 
on campus. Bring this coupon to the SIUC Dental Hygiene 
Clinic and SIUC students can get a free dental cleaning, 
a free oral cancer screening and •free nicotine replacement 
patches o: gum to help you quit smoking. Don't wait... give 
your mouth something to smile about! Just call for an 
appointment. 453-8826 ; 
• While Supplies Ust 
,,~~ 
Wann.a Quil Smoking/ 
w,vw. to live free.com 
,}~ 
, \.\'anna Quit Smolcing? 
www.tolivefree.com 
Bring in'this coupon for a 
FREE teeth cleaning. 
Call for Appointment. 453-8826 
Dental Hygiene Clinic 
18ASA Building 
News 
WSIU--TV needs :additional 
funding for digital conversion 
FCC requires 
station to t~ansmit 
in digital by May 
Lindsey J. Mastis 
Daily Egyptian 
Officials of \VSJU-TV need 
S13 million for improvements to 
bring the television station's tech-
nology up to speed with a govern-
ment-mandated digital upgrade. 
The Federal Communications 
Commission is requiring all public-
rcle,·ision stations to make the tran-
sition from analng to digital by l\lay 
l. All private stations were required 
to broadcast May 1, 2002. 
Delores Kerstein, broad~asring 
assistant director, has estimated a 
cost of S6 million for WSIU-TV 
to mt>et the 1\fa1· deadline and be 
ready for digital 'transmission. 
But a total of S13 million is 
needed for a full conversion wirh 
long-term capacity. These costs 
are necessan· for a master control 
station, digital equipment, trans· 
mitters, antennae, towers and FCC 
licenses. The master control sta-
tion, when complete, will be used 
in a planned addition to the 1\fass 
Communications ·Building. 
"One of the stipulations is that 
we have to have the antennae 
installed by May l," said Kerstein. 
She said the companies that deal 
w~th· installing antennae have been 
unable to make the deadline and 
those who ha,•e bid are asking for 
too much money. 
WSIU-TV .and WUSI-TV 
are S7.1 million short for a full 
conversion from analog to digital. 
Both stations combined have S5.9 
million from fond-raising efforts, 
state appropriations, grants and 
SIU funding. If the deadline is nor 
met, the FCC could deny WSIU 
the rights ro have a digital signal. 
"lfwe do not meet rhe deadline, 
then technically we would dissolve 
as a digital station, [but] we will 
continue to operate analogue for 
approximately 10 years." said Leyla 
Goodsell, broadcasting researcher 
II forSIUC. . 
. After 85 percent of the viewing 
SHANE PANGDURN a J.osH MISKINIS - DAILY E<iYPTfAN 
area has the ability to receive a - kids, adults, higher education and 
digital signal, the FCC requires local programming. The prime-
stations to cut off analog signals, time slot of 7 to 10 p.m. will be 
Goodsell said. She said Southern _ used to broadcast one program 
Illinois is estimated to reach that using HDTV. _ 
percentage around 2013. "\Ve have a unique opportunity 
The FCC requires stations to to fulfill our educational mission 
broadcast in digital because it takes in a way that we would never be· 
up less space on the electrorriag- able to· do with analogue TV," 
netic spt-ctrum. Freed space will said Goodsell. "\'Ve would be a lot 
probably be auctioned and used more comfortable in meeting rhe 
for cell phones, baby monitors, M~y deadline if we had over the 
garage-door openers and emer- minimum amount of monies ro 
gency sen•iccs. make the conversion." 
It also gh·es stations the ability The station has two HDTV 
to multicast, which allows a person displays so v_icwcrs can sec .how 
to view multiple standard digital digital programming will look, one 
transmissions on the same channel. at WSIU~TV studios and the other 
WSIU can fit four SD "transmis- in the Unh·ersity Ma!I°across from 
sions in the allotted space. The the Pasta House. 
same amount of space is needed 
ro broadcast one hi-definition TV 
program on a channel. 
"\Ve consider this ro be a very 
important step,~ Goodsell said. 
"The digital conversion is just 
as important as when color TV 
came out 3nd is necessary to serve 
Southern Illinois with quality 
programs.-
Robert Henderson, director 
of production and programming, 
said WSIU would probably use 
multicasting programming during 
the day and divide the content for 
R,portrr Lindsey] •. Ma1ti1 
ran br rrachrd at 
ljmasris@dailyegyptian.com 
To make a contribution, label 
'digital COTlt'CT$ion' and jm,/ 
donation to W.SIU, Carbondale, IU. 
62901-6602, or call 453-4343 
for more information. To donate 
through rrncuing membenhiJ,, 
lend additionnl fun,u and jpeeify 
that it be far the digital cont·=ion. 
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·Business ·students iri.vest--in 
their future on Wall Street 
-Clemency adq$. fuel 







Brandon Zan~tti is on a com-
puter every day. 
Watching, analyzing his situa-
tion, every moment on a computer,_ 
Zan.:>tti is not your a\·erage student 
checking his e-mail. He is one of 
se,·en business students invoh·ed 
with managing the award-winning 
Saluki Student Investment Fund. 
Zanotti and his investment 
team are :n training, applying their 
intellectual muscle to real-world 
proble~s - researching and care-
fully plotting e\'ef)' move. Skillfully 
maneuvering through . the jungle 
known as the stock market. 
The investment-fund members 
are :usigned sectors or markets 
allowing them to focus their 
resC3rch. They are then given 
an allotted amount of money 
- S30,000 in Zanotti's case. 
Given the declining stock 
market and the fund dropping from 
$200,000 in 2000 to approximately 
S160,000, the investments arc still 
doing considerably well performing 
3 percent to 4 percent above the 
market. 
Three years ago, SIUC alumni 
Omar Winter . donated $25,000 
to jump-start a fledgling student-
run inveistment fund. \Vith his 
donation, Winter wanted to allow 
students a hands-on, real-world 
experience in investing. 
· Along with the S25,000 start-
up money, the SIU Foundation 
chipped in substantial fundi~g, 
allowing the sfudents to manage 
$200,000. 
The select group of students 
began work right away managing 
two portfolios. The first consists 
of donations specific:illy assigned 
to the Invest Fund, and the second 
portion is an SIU Foundation 
endowment. The group receives a 
stipend to manage this portfolio, 
but the principle and the earnings 
remain with the foundation. 
Zanotti is in charge of the enetgy 
and industrial portions of the mar-
ket, sectors marred by the recent 
Enron enetgy sc:indaI. Preferably, 
he steers clear of the more estab-
lished corporations, choosing to 
analyze and research lesser-known 
corporations in an attempt to catch 
companies on a rise. 
After the hours of research and 
analysis of the various sectors of the 
market, the students come together 
at their meetings to share informa-
tion and gain a better grasp of the 
market as a whole. 
At their meetings, the students 
are subjected to peer miew, and 
their own take on another member's 
market situations and stock picks. 
"Everyone shares C\'crything 
about their particular stock picks, 
and we give each other advice," he 
said. 
At the present moment, 
the nation- is going through an 
economic downturn, but· Zanotti 
doesn't let that discourage him 
from bcing an active participant of 
the program. 
"This is an excellent time to be 
involved with the fund because you 
can learn more," he . said. "Before 
you could put your money in any-
thing and it would perform well: 
Some days the fund would 
outperform the markets, and other 
da)'S the fund may unper perform 
the markets. \l\7hichever way it may 
be, the students keep their heads up 
and their eyes open for any upturns 
and stock picks could benefit their 
present market situation. 
Zanotti hopes that similar to 
last year, when the Saluki Student 
Investment Fund took away fourth 
place in Dayton, Ohio, at the RISE 
competition that this year is a big , 
success. The regional event, whitjl 
stands for Redefining Investment 
Strategy Education, brings ·together 
business students from about 20 
universities. 
This year March 26 to March 
28 will be his chance - a chance 
to win and travel to New York City 
and participate in the opening bell 
ceremony at the NC\v York Stock 
Exchange. 
Rq,orttr Mou1tafa Ayad 
can he reached at 
rnayad@dailyegyptian.com 
Steve Mills 
& Mauri!=e Possley 
Chicago Tribune 
CHICAGO (KRT)- Gov. 
George Ryan's Death Row pardons 
and mass demency in Illinois 
are likely to spark a more intense 
~tional debate on capital punish-
ment, but their effect will not be 
immediately fdt in some ~tatcs. 
In Maryland, Gov.-elcct Robert 
Ehrli~ has said he will lift the 
moratorium · on executions put 
in place bst May by Gov. Parris 
Glendening. 
Ehrlich, who takes office 
Wednesday, said he wants to resume 
executions even thou;;h a21/2-year 
stuc!y released last week showed 
glaring geographic and racial dis-
pari,ties in hmv c:ipital punishment 
is applied in Maryland. 
In Texas, 13 inmates are 
scheduled to be put to death over 
the next six weeks, including seven 
mi:r a two-week stretch, setting the 
nation's busiest death chamber on 
an early pace for a record year. 
Still, death penalty opponents 
hope that once the immediate 
fu.iy among supporters of capital 
punishment fades, Ryan's actions 
and the numerous reforms he had 
urged will prompt a greater debate 
and discussion of one of the nation's 
most divisive social issues. · 
Many prosecutors expect Ryan's ' 
actions to slow, if not kill, death 
penalty reform. 
In part, they beliC\'C the outgo· 
ing governor's motivations v:crc 
suspect because of a federal corrup-
tion investigation of the secretary 
of .state's office while R,,1n was 
in charge. Ryan was fieque~tly 
accused of tqing to divert attention 
from the scandal, an allegation he 
repeatedly denied. 
"Tho~ people who believe that 
this is f:,>"Oing to be some clarion 
C2II for reform arc sadly mistaken 
for all th-: same reasons that many 
thoughtful people urged Ryan not 
to grant clemency; said Joshua 
Marquis, an Oregon prosecutor and 
the chairman of the capital litigation 
committee of the National District 
Attorney's Association. 
Ryan, who r:sct the national 
death penalty_ debate when he 
declared a moratorium on C.'tCCU-
tions in January 2000, made his-
tory in his final daj'S in office. On 
Friday, he pardoned four Death 
Row inmates. On Saturday, he 
cleared Death Rmv with a blanket 
commutation. 
The rlcatn sentences of 164 
inmates were commuted to life in 
prison without posSJoility of parole, 
and three othtrs were shortened to 
40years. 
Ry:m said be considered the 
possibility the commutations would 
harm chances for reforms in Illinois. 
But he said he concluded that if 
there was a backlash, it would not 
bst long. And he pointed to a state-
ment from Illinois Senate President 
Emil Jones, D-Chicago, who said 
criminal justice reform would be a 
top priority. 
The governor refused to take a 
position on how other governors 
deal with capital punishment, say.: 
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WE RENT, SEU, trade karaoke 
COG's and systems, .NC MN· 
3038K and Audio Stream AS-222 
Karaoke players in stodc new and .. 
used, www.soundcoremusic.com 
Roommates 
1 BDRM, IN dean 2 bdnn apt, dose 
ID C31ll)US. lum. 2 luB balh. parl<!ng, 
pool, $410/mo, w/ ut:1. and OSt, call 
303-0833. 
, S11.40 pefooluinn inm;: 
. D=e-;_~-'. 
· .. Requirements: 
75 CJS VS. 45pd. 33" lites, 8000 Ills 
winch 4x4 custom jeep, $4250, 549. 
5266 l'I mess. 
91 CAVALIER, RED, many lm-
provemenls in past year. main! regu. 
larly, runs great, S1 ,300. 203-0506. 
'· 2p.m~ 2 days prfor:to 99 FORMULA TA 13k. TTops lea!!>-
-: . · pUbilcation; , eralat350perfectcar,SSOOOuD-
• · "f·::S;:·••; · · derre!al1mustsel1549•52661'1 CLASSI"F.iEb; :: ,_mess. ___ _ 
: tlNE~- .. . :1'~Bg=~~·~:ra1so 
Based on consecutive , buying w/confidence, 684,8881. 
runnlng;dates: BUY.SEU., AND TRADE. AAAAu· 
51_40 peJ:"~p1r,day · ~-les.605Nll1inoisAve,457-
.3'daysc· : 
S1.19 perJfne/perday NISSANSENTRA94;137,xxxinl. 
'.87C ~~f1M~J~r day ~~ new tires, can ~lB-
. · .73C pir~,M~~~ day 
• 1-000.&'(egal Rate-
WANTED TO BUY; vehicles, molor-
cycles, running or not, paying lroin 
S25 to ssoo, Escorts wanted; can 
534-9437 or439-6561; fi: S1.75 P~!'.J!"~i:IPe_r day· ..: Mlnlmum·Ad Size: , . , .• -3llries · - ..: Parts&. Servl,ce.': 
~ appro~it~!ra~r's ;. STEVE:rttE ~ DOCTOR Mobile 
~! COpyDeadllne: ~.! Mechanic,hemal<eshousecal!s, · 
,_,.71 2.-00 p.m. ,",-4 -457-7984ormobile525-8393. , 
~ 1 day prior. .. ·. ·· • · -: · · - · · -
; :-=, to publlcatlon :C~! . Homes 
'~n-F!1-°'=!:n°!7io p • •;,-; , MAKANDA-NEWUSTING;375 
~~ ...... · ,. . .,,~ Gypsy Tree Ln;Sbdm1;4Iun&3 
~~. -1· · •. ,:.,-;;, . :n.:~r:-~.=:. 
·, · ·.'r.-\~ menl,new900sqltdeck,5aaes, 
'., ~.. ,,_-~~~- ::4,900,caB457-33441orasllow-
Furniture 
BEDS, CHEST, SOFA, desk, w/d, 
slove. frig. 2S IV portable~ lamp. nj. 
crowave, etc. 529-9874. 
G&S NEW & USED lumlture, low 
prices, good seledion, 509 S. Illinois 
Ave.529-7273. 
SOFA & LOVE seat, flower prinl 
green & burgundy, S250, 457-2068. 
Appli&nces 
FAXm 
Fax us your Classified AIJ 
24 hOurs a day! 
Include the following informatiorr 
·Fun name and address 
·Dates to publish 
•C1assific:atio<1wanted ' 
-Weekday (a:.i:30) ~ oomber 
FAX ADS are subject ID 110rmal 
·deadlines.The Daily Egyptian re-
serves the right to edit. properly 




PARK PLACE EAST residence hall, 
inlemational grad SlUden~ clean & 
quie~ all util Incl. $210 &up, call 54g. 
2831. . 
S100 EA9H; WASHER, diyer, refrig! USED APPLIANCES. AU. fully 
erator,slove, & lreezer(90daywar- guar, MidAmericaService210W 
ranty)AbleAppliaoces'.'57•7767. WillowStC"~le.lL529-1411; 
--------- ·wANTEOTOBUYs1oves,alr!s;re,. 
frigerators, washers, d!yers, compu1• 
ers; Iv's, WOl1dng ornot, 457-7767. 
·1NSDRA CE 
, • Air Drivers 
. fiOTO - "OHE - MOTOR(JCLE 
: .. '.MONTIILYPAYMENTPLANS . 
1JIM Sl~PSOHINSQRff NCE· 
.. -549~189 
1 OR 2 roommates needed, house 
close ID C3J1l)US behind rec, w/d, 
ale, grea_t location, 549--9643. 
ze·~ 
PACE 16 • WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15 2003 
:,~~u~!~tN!f
0
~E~:u~re 2 ENTER DRAWING FOR free com-
52751mo + t/2ubl, SJOO dep,call puterwhenyoo sign a new lease, t 
Dan at 618-924•54! 4 or slop by 523 bdrm, 2 blocks lrom SIU, 457-678tl.. 
R=:Noo:".:Al:"'."::'.".~""AT""E,..N""'E-E:O_E_D_T_Osha_r_e_3_, ~;! ~:~·~,!'~~~e 
bdnn house, avail Spllll<J, S165/mo + .1 bdrm, 2 blks from SIU, high speed 
1/3 ubi,t1es, close to camp,~. call ,ntemet access. S300'mo, 618-457• 
201-2945 o, 630-730-0050. 6786. 
---------1 HUGE 1 BDRM ap~ Brand new,3 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE lg house, 
cla, d.w, wld. p~tio, S275 + 1/4 elec, 
351-19.:0. 
Sublease 
ASAP, 2BDRM, CLOSE to campus, 
hrdwd,Tlrs, water & trash incl, 
5475/rr.o. call 529•5255. 
STUDIO APT, Ht..\T. water & trash 
inc~ $315/mo. close •o campus, 1. 
618•277•3438 belore Bpm. 
SUBLEASER ASAP FC'R 2 bdnn 
cup, cable ind, Unity Point District, 
S43Simo 573•587-9388. 
SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP lo 
share 2 bdrm. 225/mo + 112 water + 
heat, nice neighbomood, call 203• 
2853. 
SUBLEASER NEEDED, 1 bdnn 
Robertson Circle dr. Apt great deal 
mus! be subleased, can 529-0026 
Apartments 
I & 2 BDRM,.C/A. nice & quiet area. 
avail now, no dogs, 549-0081. 
1 BDRM APT, 901 N Oakland, 
5250/ mo, can 4S7-3344, ask tor 
Brenda. 
1 BDRM APT, furn, above Mary 
Lou·s restaurant no pelS, first & last 
& depos,~ calf 684-5649 
t BDRM APT, new, Cedar Cree~ rd, 
huge rooms, wld, Cia, $,160/mo, pri-
vate paoo can 528-0744. 
1 BDRM, LARGE. quiet, t0ttceil-
ings. carpeted, 20 min to campus, 
$300/mo, can 893-2423 very niee. 
2 BDRM APT, SPACIOUS, near 
SIU, amp!<, parlu.-,g, turr.i~. 457. 
4422. 
months old, SSOO/mo, can 90.,;.2999. 
LOVELY, 1 & 2 bdrm apts, localed 
just.olf the strip, at 201 W College, 
avail lmmed, $350 & $,150/ mo, + 
u!il, and security dep, call 924-5554. 
M·BORO EFFlC. CLEAN quiet, 
walk.-in closets, water & trash incl, 
on Sile laundry, law students 3 b!ks 
to court house. 5225/mo, 684·5127. 
M·BORO, 1 BDR1,I. trash, water, 
5310-5320, cottage t bdnn, Cia, 
w/d, $325. 618-687-1774. 
ICE NEWER t•BDRM, tum, ear-
l a/c, 509 S Wall, no pets, 529-
581. 
Now Renting for 
2003-2004 school year II 
Get In earty for the best 
selection of apts, 
Get on the list now!! 
LocabOns available close 10 cam-
pus, some.all ubhties induded, all 
have laundry facililles on site. 
Schillin,;i Property Management 
635 E Walnul 
618·5-19-0895 
STUDIO APT, FURN, dean, qu~t 2 
mi from campus, util & a/c incl, non-
smoking serious student S300/mo, 
351-0-ln or 529·5369. 
UNIQUE RENTAL OPPORTUNI• 
TIES: reasonable 1 & 2 lldrm apts, 
houses & trailers in Mboro proper 
and outtying S225-S.:SO, 687-2787. 
Ill 
The Dawg House 





2 BDRM, 2ND ~OOt. decl<, quiet 2 BDRM NEW construc:ed town-
near bus stop, $400/mo, 924·1275. houses, Giant oty, 1300 square feet 
2 BDRM, EDGE of campus, avail many extras, avail now, 549-&IOO 
~:~"'.' Property Managers, can 
. 2 BDRM, UNFURN, SMALL pets ~ rf:~ i~:::~= ~~~~: 
oltay, l.1undry facihties on grounds, pabo. wld, pretty view, 1CIOO Brehm 
S-185/mo, $300 deposit 457•5631 • Lan.,, 5 min to campus, current ten-
2 BDRM, W/0, water & trash incl. ants' new tur111shings avail for pur• 
~;::;~~,: ~:ai~::f, i Chase, 549•3610, ttlurg@siu.edu 
201•2945. , 3 bdnrs, 306 W College, tum'un-
3 BCR'-1, 2 balh. 5 blw.s from cam- ~r~ ~;:: ::i·:~~~ pets). 
'"•Js. studt,,t rerT'..JI. also avail 
lcdrm, no pets, ca~ -157-5923. 
4.3.2, 1 b<lrms, w3 tor sr.ow,ng, no 
;,ets. 5-19-4808. tree ren~ tist al 503 
SAsh. 
ALPHA is accepting names for his 
2003-04 waibng fist PuC a fon:I off 
the "eoat 
www.alpharentals.net or call us at 
457-at!'4 well send you one, we cl• 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN. YOU can ~t~~ :~ ~~s~r~~~~ri­~:~~:~~,:~=Ji:~~=.,'.~ vate !enc,,d decl<s. lg rooms. 
& 2 SDRMS, 457-4422. C'OALE CE LUXE 2 bdrm to,,r,. 
6EAUTIFL1. EFFlC-APT-S,-C'-d.l-!e-1 nouse, 2 ca, garage, call 985-9234. 
historical district, quiet, dean, f'!:W CHECK OUT ALPHA·s PLACES, •~Pl. wld, Van Awken 529-5851. w/d, d/W in each unrt, whir1l)Ool tub, 
DALE AREA, BARGAIN, SPA· 
IDUS, 1 bdrm apt, Incl water & 
rash. call 684-4145 or6114-6862. 
~~~n:' .:.~e~~~ ~~%~~ 
mo, 214 E Morvoe •2. 687•2475. 
C'OALE, 5 MIN to SIU, elf,c, clean, 
quiet S210/ mo, speci;I summer 
rales, call 924-3415 or 457-a798. 
CHECK OUT ALPHAS PLACES, 
w/d, d/W, wnir1pool tubs, master 
suites, garages, spacious rooms. 
private fenced patio, cats consid-
ered, 1-4 bdrm avail. summer and 
tall semester, call 457-8194 
alpharental@aol.com 
www.alpharentals.net 
master surte, garases, private fence 
deck. pets consider!!d. t-4 bdnn, 




2 BDRM UNFURN, sman pets Okay, 
water incl, Cambria area, $375/mo, 
avail Jan t st can 457-5631. • 
3 BDRM, 2 bath, condo, Beadle Or, 
sublease from Jan-Feb, S925/mo 
. negotiable, 351-0140. 
BRECKENRIDGE APTS 2350 S IL, 
2 bdrm, untum. w/d hookup, no pets 
display 457-4387 or 457-7870. 
C'DAI.E WEST, 10 mill, very nice, 2 
IY.rm, hookups, lg wooded yd. no 
i;.;.;.=:..;,;;.:;;;;:.==::;_---'1 pets, 457-5632. 
Garden Park 
"Early Bird" Special 
thru Feb. 21 st 
Luxury Apts. for 2. 3, or 4 
SOPHOMORE to Grads 
Office: M-F 1-5p.m. 
607 East Park St. 
pH. 549-2835 
DAILY EcwmAN 
FOR RENT 2 BDRM, 1 112 bal!I, ga. ALPHA'S SUBLEASES 3 bdrm 
rage, refrigerator. stove, S5251mo, house, w/ 2 car garage, family zon-
wld hook up, 985-8772. ing, S950, w/d, d/w, private patios, 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 1 :~!1:: ~ha2?;;,~J":':J~i:• 
~::.17~orage, no pets, BIG 3 BDRM, ALL NEW v.indows, 
~~R /~!~~~SI:~· ~ ~r~~;~,;t~i.!i~ C:2~.mpus 
pets, 549.7400 CARTERVILLE, 004 R'::>GE s~ 3 
UNITY POINT SCHOOi. area, newly bdrm, garage, basemen~ pool, 
decorated, dean & quie~ ready to 5650/mo + dep & lease, 9e5-4184. 
move in 3 bdnn apt complele with C'DALE 2 BDRM house, lg back· 
furniture, w/rJ, Cia, & trash pick•up, yard. S450/mo, 508 S Logan 687· 
5625/mo + security dep, for roore in- 2475. 
fo can 529-3564, so,ry no pets. -------------
C'OALE 2 BDRM w/ o:tice, recenlly 
Houses 
.............. WORK FOR RENT ........ . 
........... FOR MORE INFO CALL ...... . 
.................... 549•3850 ..................... .. 
..... HOUSES IN THE COUNTRY .... .. 
......... HURRY FEW AVAILABLE ...... . 
..................... 549-3850 .................... .. 
2 BDRM, WITH study, c/a, w/d, r.:iw 
flooring, new p.aint, 500 S Washing-
ton, avail now can 457-7337. 
remodeled, S65C'mo, 529-4787. 
C'OALE 2 BDRM. avail now. pets aJ. 
lowed, dean & newly painted, dose 
to campus, 5485/mo, call 351•0:t.'9. 
CHECK OUT ALPHAS PLACES, 
w/d, d/W, wnir1poo1 tubs, masler 
suites. garages. spacious rooms, 
private fenced patio, cats consid-
ered, 1-4 bdrm ava~. summer and 
tan semester, can 457-at94 
alpharcntalCaol.com 
www.alpharentals.net 
3 BDRM, 2 bath, ceck. wld, carport, COUNTRY SETTING, 2 bdrm, car• 
a/c, gas heat, S630/mo, no pets, pet, gas, appl, Cia, pels oil, 
avad now, 525-2531. $425/mo, aner 5pm can 684-5214. 
4,3.2.1 bdrrns, cal tor shcw,ng, no 
pets. 549-4808, free rental list at 503 
SA•"· 
5818 E GRAND road, in CdrterviUe 
newly rernode't-d, 3 bJrm, S675 p1.;s 
dep & lease. 985-418$. 
FURN, 3, 4, & 5 bdrm, houses and 
apts, dose to SIU, central heat, a/c, 
yard, no pets. can 457-n62. · 
~~~&5©ill ~£j 
$ 850 .. 00 om· 
(maybe more) for Fall 2003 
Come in and see for Yom-self 
Now Accepting Reservations @ 




....... MUST SEE 12 bdrm trailer-..... . 
....... $195/mo & up·m bus avail, ........ . 
........ Hurry, few ava ~ 549-:!850 ...... .. 
1 & 2 BDRM I.IOdlLE HOMES, 
close to campus, S225-S350/n10, 
water & trash Included, no pets, raU 
549-4471. · 
I 2X54, 2 BDRM, furn, dean, near 
rec cenler, $230.'mo, rel, call 457• 
7639. 
14)(70, W/TIP OUT, $350/mo plus 
deposit, 5 mi souln of C'dale, quiet 
area, can 529-1092 • 
. CLASSIFIEDS 
2 BDRM, UNFURN trailer, S2115/mo 
pets ck. no a/c, 457-5631. 
Atto1d.lble Mobile Homeslll 
Clos I to campus, tig slladed yards, 
newly remodeled, laundry facility on 
site, sman pets ok. S280.00 and up. . 
Schlttilng Property Management 
635EWatnul 
618·549-0895 
C'OALE, 1 BDRM, S250/mo, 2 bdrm 
$250-$400/mo, water, gas, lawn & 
trash incl, no pet,, 800-293-4407. 
C'OALE. 1 OR 2 BDRM, localed In 
quiet park. St 75-S350lmo, cal 529. 
2432 or 684·2663. 
FOR RENT/SALE, 14Xb0, 3 bdrm, 2 
2 BDRM HOMES, waler, sewer, baths, on private lot, close to town. 
trash pick,up and lawn care, laun• 5550/mo, can 618•549•9754 • 
~i :::1~:~:~s!'i~~ MHP, NEW 16)(60, 2 tun bath, 2 bdrm, c/a, 
w/d hookup, walk•in closet, 
$450/mo, 457•7337. 
lfillfill!IEl• El• B••• lillll!.II l[l~@Jn'.IDID m1~rn:rrn~ ®@'.tl~ (\ 
it~all ~rl ~<~a la~l ~~~a • ... :.. .·,·• 
13 ·,. . ' .. [I 
D · :.: ·· Check out Creekside & . : .:· • 
E:] .· Grand Place Condos. ~· D •\ ~~®=}wi) ::: 
GJ}!1.~,E .• Mam St. Carbondalei- ~·. 
't.J;.• •• • \:;,-- .•. · 529-2054. , , ' •'•/SJ@ .·, 
WWW .. bo .. nnloowenpropo•~.. ;com-;·;.,,,' ~ 




"The place with space" 
Efie:iency & Split level Apartments for I to 5 persons. 
J. 9 or 12 mo. /c~e . 6 • air conditioned 
2- furnished apts 7- fully carpeted 
3 " full bJths 8 ~ maintcn:mce service 
,I -spJcious bedrooms . 9 • prfrare pJiking 
5 • CJble T. V. JO. s1rimming pool 
and yet, next to campus! 
PHO,'\£ ADDRESS 
457-4123 1207 S. Wall 
www. theq uadsap ts. com 
(LASS•ilEDS 
THE DAWG HOUSE 
THE DAILY EQYPTIAN•s ONLINE 
HOUSING QUIDC AT 
J,.,__dailyew,tian.corM1awg 
house.h1ml 
PIZZA COOKS. PT, some lunch 
hours r Jeded. must be avail aver 
break.neat appearance. apply In 
person. Ouatro•a Pizza. 218 W Free-
man. 
_M_o_b_l-le_H_o_m_e_L_o_ts- 1 =t~~~~E,~ 
BEA~ ~-S~\1RIP.5 
SP.RINGTBREA~ : I I 
· www.sunchase.com 
~OCAL PHOTO PERSONAL ADS 
www daV1-;,,ates ccm 
~
FREE membership. No Spam. 
~PA~R~A~c,~SE~A"!"C~R~E"!"S,"!"lo_ts_ava-ila-ble-.- 1 Pizza. 218 W Freeman. . 
S7:; a month wi111 1 yr lease. can tor PROMOTIONS INTERNSHIPS 
detai~. 985-2787. · AVAIL. Sound Core Music andVld· ------------------1 eo.618-457•564101618-457-0200. 
Commercial srDETRACKS ,s LOOKJNG 1orgr111 
Property ccolc.wilhami,,;,r,umo11yeareir;,. ______________ 1 aeeJofVlbetwe..n 8 & 10am. 
RENT AN OFFICE AT the IHTER• SMALL BAPTIST CHURCH. located 
NET BUILDING and connect to the in M1loro, seeking o.11anisVpiarul; 
nel laster than~ ever Imagined! for Sunday & Chchr rehearsal. pay ~=~:!1),: 80~>11': neg. cal Diane al 687-4228. 
20000sqtt. lorrno.e ln~Clvis B SUBWAY IS HIRING forc!ayshirts. 
529-2013 or Chris88194ftaol IXllll please apply al SIU Student Center. 
Wanted to Rent TUTORS (ESPECIALLY WRffiNG & malh) & other assistants needed 
"!"STV"!"""'D"!"ENT~W"!"AN_TS ___ TRAJ----LE-R-
3
• I on a referral basis to asslsl students 
brdm. 2 balh, In 000d ccndilion. on w/ clisabilities. apply at dss. Woody 
lot. 618-521-4422. 618~-4030. Haa b-lSO. 
100 WORKERS NEEDED, assem-
ble aatts. wood Hems, materials 
provided. to $480+week. lree Info 
parking. 24 hr. 1801·26~2340. 
APPLICANTS WANTED TO study 
Part IV of The Urantia Book, EARN 
S25.000, For dota~s 
visit WWW e:vro•ptfaward gvp 
WANTED HOSTES--" UI 1ST be ava~ 
aver breaks. some ~ ~ ~ eeded. ap. 
ply In person Ouatro·a ;,.:a 218 w 
Freeman. 
HANDYMAN WORK. FREE esti-
mates. can 085-3228. 
AVON REP. NO quotas. lree ship- $145 DRIVEWAY ROCK speda~ 15 
ping. start-up $10, l-800--898-2S66. tons. limi1ed delivery area. Jaccbs 
free gilt 'W/ sign-up. Trucking 687-3578 or 528-0707. 
BARTCNDEn TRAINEES NEEDED. LOCAL MOVING· RELIABLE; low 
$250 a c1,y potential. local positions, ccst, G&S New & Used Fumture, 
1-800-293-3985ex1513. · 509 S.lllinols.C'dale.529-7273. 
~ARTENDERS. FEMALE, PT, STEVE THE r A~ DOCTOR Mobile 
MUST BE 21. WILL TRAIN, exc pay. Medlanlc. lie 11 .... a house cans. 
Jotvlston Ctty. 20 minutes from 457.7904 01 mobile 525-8393. 
C'dale. can 992.9402. 
COUNSELOR/ ADVOCATE. 
~~~i:~:~~~- ---
CUSTOMER SERVICE/ TECH Sup-
po,1 FT/PT. reliable. lrlendly and 
pOOd phone skills a must. Neon In-
ternet, www.MOndsl.ccm. 
h\"ant2work0neondsl.lXllll 
HIGH ENERGY SELF Sbrter. lo 
marl<et new local pllOne service 
which will Include free 24ll network 
Jong distance. can 549-3973. 
11 SPRING BREAK Vacations! can-
HIRING FOR ALL positions. apply at am. Jamaica. Bahamas, & Florida. 
tl1e Execu!lve Im & D>nferena, Best parties. Best hotels, Best Ptl-
•"ACT FAST! Save SSS. La,. 
Cll3nce 10 bOokl SPECIAL RATES 
FOR GROUPS OF a.. www.leisure• · 
!Ours.com/ 800-838-8203 
CELEBRITY SPRING BREAK 
Brough! to ycu by Studen!Cily.ccml 
Book now and save up 10 $1 oo oo 
an lnlemalional lrips. Party likP a 
rode s1ar with Maxim l.fagazine anc: 
Jackass•• Steve- o. can 1-800-
293-1445 for details, email 
sales a sludemcity.c:om, or book on-
line al www.sludentcity.ccm 
HOT SPRING BREAKS 
Oisccunt coupons up to $250 Can-
a,n. Acapulcc. Jamaica & Bahamas 
packages wilh air. Our stairs 181h 
Spring Break 1-&J0-328-7513. 
www.hotspringb.taks.com 
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH 6nl 
America·s 11 Student 
Tour Operalor, sea bips,aam cash. 
travel free. lnforma!io<i reservations 
800--648-4849 01 www.s1stravelccm 
SPRING BREAK CANCUN. Jamai-
ca, S Padre Island & Florida. Free 
patties. fOOd & drink$! BEST hotels 
& LOWEST prices! WWW.breaker• 
stravel.ccm (800) 575-2026. 
Center. 2600 W. Deyoung, Marion cesl Group Disalunts. Group Ollrln-
lL. 618-997•2326. lzers travel !reel Space Is Umaedl 
,-,LE""G_AL_ASS _ IS.... TANT-.-EX-C-fifing_and_ I ~rr:: up & Book Now! l-800-234- . NO ONE CAN BEAT OUR PRICES! 
cc"l)Uler r.kills req. reply 10 PO Box www.endJesssummertours.ccm 
: ·~~\~i~,v-.day_toriawelcm'hccc_ntcr.com 
1206. C'dale. 62903-1206. · 
Daily· Egyptian Classified Advertising Order Fo:m 
20 Auto 100 ,\ppliances 180 .t.xtions/Sales 270 Mobile Hemes 345 Free 




30 Motorcycles 115 Muska! FOR RENT 290 Comm Prope,ty 350 Lost 
40 Bic:ydes . 120 Electronics 200 Rooms 300 Want to Rent 360 Found 
460 •900• Numbers 
4110 Web Sites 
SOR~cVehicles · 125Computers ZlORoommates 310HELPWANTEO 370RidesNeeded 
60 Homes 130 Cameras 220 Sublease 315 Bus. 0pport. 380 Riders Needed 
70 Mobile Homes 135 Books 230 Apartmenu 320 Employ. Wanted 430 Entertainment 
80 Real Estate 140 Sport Goods 240 Townhouses 330 Serv. Offered 432 Food 
90 Antiques 160 PeU & Supply 250 Duplexes 335 Religious Serv. 435 Announcements 
95 Furniture 170 Miscellaneous 260 Houses 340 WanU•J 440 Spring Break 
Classified Advertising Rates Directions 
* Complete all 6 steps. _ 
* On~ letter or number per space. 
1 Day .... (3 line minimum) .... $1 .40 per line 
3 Days ................................. $1.19 per lir.:, 
S Days ................................. $1.02 per line * Periods and commas use one _space. 
10 Days ............................... $.87 per line * Skip one space between words. 
20 Days ............................... $.73 per line * Count any part of a line as li full line. 
1 ::;:5 ___________________________ _ Phone# _________ Date _____ _ 
3 
Run Ad 
0 1 Day 
0 3 Days 
0 5 Days • 10 Days 
0 20 Days 
Calculating Payment 
MuJt;ply total runt>erof lines 
times cost per ine as inckatod 
Lnder rates. For euff1)1e d,,,., 
nn afo,e lone ad for 5 days. total 
cost Is SZS.50 (S1.0ZX51onesX5 
days). Add ISC per word/per day 
forbold-,!sand ISC perlno/ 
per day for centering. 
5
111111111111111111111 
· Method of Payment · 





Mailcode 6887 .. 
C~rbondale, I~ 62901 
. -.•·-----~~------ - _ffllffll:1'3/IJVrtl/MUoWWtl'.:lt faf''?~ 
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I ·Printer's Assistant j 
l •· Must be enrolled at SIU for at least '!I 
P. 6 credit hours. jl 
II • Must be enrolled for sprir.g semester 1 
I 2QQ~ I 
n• G- Previous press e·xperience helpful II including that on small sheeted form ii . presses. I 
I O Strong mechanical aptitude a plus. 'I 
P\ck~c;:.:~ ~~ ~~~:,:; ~S9 I 
fi ... BIN at e.a_t 241 after 6 p.m. i1 
.!_a_ ~~-~:_3_3._,'!.J _ _ ._.! 
I 
~~~~~~ 
I HELP WANTED iJ Clrculatlon Driver •N!&f,tShik 
I 
• Must be enrolled at srJ for at lust 6 cndit hours llJ 
• Good dl1vini record• must •#' 
• I( you ant enrolled In 8 am or 9 am dauH you 
ncednotapj>ly 





Please Be Sure To Check 
Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On 
The First Day Of Publication 
The Daily Egyptian cannot be rcspomible for 
more than ONE day's incon-ect insertion (no excep-
tions). Advertisers are responsible for chrcking their 
ads for errors on the FIR~'T day tlicy appear. 
Advertisers stopping Insertions arc responsible for 
.:becking their ads on the FIRST day they are to ccue 
appearing. The Daily Egyptbn will not be responsible 
for more than one day's Insertion for a classified ad that 
is to be stopped. Errors not the fault of the advertiser 
which lessen the valu .. of the advertisement wUI be 
adjusted. 
Classified advertising running with the: Daily 
Egyptbn will not be automatically renewed. A callback 
wlll be given on the day of expiration. If customer Is 
not at the phone number listed on their account it Is 
the responsibility of the c:us~"1er to contact the Dally 
Egyptian for ad renewal. 
All classified .advertising must be processed 
before 2 p.m. to aP11ear in the r.ext day's publication. 
Anything processed after 2 p.m. will go in the following 
day's publication. 
Classified advertising must be paid in advance 
except for those accounts with established credit. A scr• 
vice chari;e of S2S.OO will be add.-d to the adverti.cr's 
acco~nt for every check retum.-d to the Daily Egyptbn 
unpaid by the advertiser's bank. Early cancellations of 
dauified advertisement will be chari;cd a S2.50 acrvice 
fee. Any refund under S2.50 will be forfeit.-d due to 
the cost of processing. 
· All advertising submitted to the Daily Egyptian 
is subject to appro,-al and may be re,iscd, ttjectcd, or 
cancell.-d at any time. 
The Daily Egyptbn assumes no liability if for 
any r?50n It hccomes necessary to omit any advertise• 
mcnt. 
A sampk of all mail-orde1· Items must be sub-
mitted and appr.->ved prier to deadline: for pul,lkatlon. 
No ads wlll be.,. •s-<:JassiflcJ. 
Place your ad by pho"'e at 61~536-33.1 i Monday, 
Friday 8 ... m. to 4:30 p.m. or visit our. oiflce In the 
Communications Building, room 1259. · · 
-~ 
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Eat good food. 
Take care of the ,?arttt· 
Keep it local. t. 
~ 
Neighborhood Co-op " 
Southern Illinois' 
Community-Owned 
Natural Foocl Market 
104 E. Jackso11 • 529-3533 
i ~B=:IL~Cl>~E. 
I ............ ft:$.~~-~------··-·-· 
·~·g OPEN !1T/L 1a.m. 





, · DRAFTS 
n BUD, BUD LT.· 
... MILLER LT. ~ 
~~'r-APBllJ! MOON ~ X/ll/ANS •.............................•...•.••......... 
Great BBQ & Spirits 
104 W. JACKSON° 529-0123 
DAn.Y EnYPTIAN 
. CJ,,nnKerr.=. Alr'O, ... ,....__ 
Dormant Life 
Let's Save Decatur 
COMICS 
by Shane Pangburn 
by Seth Dewhirst 
Daily Horoscope 
By Linda C. Black 
Today's Birthday (Ian. 15}. You may feel compelled to 
e.,plore a new project or line of work: If serendipity or fate 
seem to be pushing you t0Ward a certain kind of work. 
don't complain. It could be quite ?rofrtable. Go with the 
now. 
To get the advantage, check :he d~y's rating: 10 is the 
easiest day, O the most challenging. 
Aries (March 21-April 19}-Tod~y is a 7-You have lots 
of energy, but don't waste it. Call ahead so that you dori't 
take off on in the wrong direction. Don't n,ake an old 
mistake again. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -Today is a 7 - If somebody 
owes you, speak up. Make sure you're paid in full. lhat'JI 
be much more satisfying t.'1an chalking it up to e.,perience. 
Cemlnl (May 21-June 21) -Today is a 7 -The lessons 
you•·,e been learning lately are hands-on lessons that 
come with experience. Or maybe you're teaching what 
you've already leamed. Either way, you"re making a &reat 
impression on those who -r.atter most. 
cancer (June 22-July 22}-Today is a 6 -You can't do 
everything. so you need stn•cturo. Set an objective first. 
then set priorities. Sell-discip:ine makes life easier. 
•-• ~ yo~;':,,':!g:~:~ ~i ;.,~~:1I 1;.~ ! ir/~~~~o~~titg::r 
"And then, the evil SEC placed a lien on his assets, you. or two friends. _or milny. The more voices offering 
and he was never seen again •• ." your opinion, the better. l'1e walls will come tumbung . 
r----------TH-1._T_S_C...;;RA;_M_B_LE_D_W_O_R_D_G_AM~E down. 
t,y Henri Amold .ral Miu Atp:.ton Virgo (Aug. 23-~ipt. 22) - Today is a 6 • Don't be dis-
tracted by a fast talker who promises you the world, Trust 
a person who loves you and always tells the truth. 
' ( I J_ .r j ==~;~~~~~:.e::rs lo 
=--... ~-:;;_-:,-,..-::.-=.:--:.:;-~.,..i:u~~ by llJ;? aba,ecartoon, Ans:rr.n r·x x) t :r r :r·r J,T 
(Answers tomorrow) 
·Yesterdays I Jumblll':= FRUIT HAVOC LEAVEN . HOURLY 
Answer. Where :he boe~Jleper tourus hlmsell when his 
honey sales tripled-IN THE~ 
Ubra (Sept. 23-Oci. 22) • Today is a 9 • Old, familiar 
faces and places are best for you. now. even if you have 
. to go a ways to get there. Old familiar voices wm do if a 
phor.e glf is all you can afford. Don't waiL 
Scorpio (OcL 23-Nov. 21)- Today is a 6 - Go to an old 
source of revenue, one that"s worked before. to get what 
you need. Upgrade your appliances and/or technology to 
make your life easier. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22•Dec. 21) .- Today is a 7. There 
may still be foul-ups. especially where money is con• 
cemed. Knowing that. continue to disruss your plans with 
a person who can help you make them happen. 
capricom· (!Jee. 22-Jan. 19) - Today is a ; - You and 
your team'can produce the Intended te!ults, though it 
may take a couple of tries. Don't give, p, and don"t show 
a fool unfinished work. 
Aquarius (San. 20-Feb. 18} - Today is an B - You love 
innovation, but it's a little-km,wn fact that your greatest 
creations are bas..?d on work done long ago. Dig into the 
archives for another brilliant disccyery. 
Pisces (Feb. l!-March 20} - Today is a 6 - Cleaning up 
a mess isn't easy, but it"ll be worth the bother. The more 
of it you get done now, the more time you"ll have for 
romance tomorrow. - · 
(c) 2003, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC. 
Di,tributed by Knight Ridd~r/Tribtin~ 
t••~_.,. ... ,.., __ 1 , .. Jt...,..,i~ ... ,~ .. ,~-· j•""·-··· ,IJ,tlJ.,..! •••Jl!t.t--,t1·b'-.....,i\! .. , .ti I , , , •-~. :~•_----~-,~~-•.·~:.~.'.5::::~ _ _.•••. -· .. --•· •,• ... ..1t.a 4 ~----•• ... -~.;,1_,-"c" .. .!.V-1..~•1..~;. .. _~_•,11_._t · 






10 •- WO IOri;!Ot.~• 
14 Acute 
15 Unlllcely 



























35 lmllal mauers 
40 Oven-cook 
42 Adult males 




48 Oolor.g >r hyson 
49 lntensnied 
51 _ Lanka 10 In of 
54 Yoor io Acapulco 11 Juan's winter 
56 001 month 
57Liwwasis7 12"'TheTurncflhe 
60 Escapades • · 
65 At rest 13 The oocs there 
66 Even 22 Dravi<f.an 
67 Cfimbing vine tongue 
68 Stretches the 24 Tease 
truth 2:7 llma'sland 
69 Hccvy rending? 28 Bard\. river 
70 Expansion 29 Set tho pace 
component 30 Balance-sheet 
71 Scads plus 
72 Writer 13.'.lgnotd 31 Golfer Sam 
73 Takes ten 33 Shoulder 
DOWN 
1 Movleoog 
2 M-nnow cousin 
3 SpyHari 
4 Love god 
5 Propagate 
6Brnno 
7 Small ctiild 
SFightMe 








39 Rosebud, e.g 
41 Trick partner 
45 'No, No. _. 




ISIJ.ISl3111 ~ 0 IN 31!.' s i. o, 
IIIIOfOIOIY ~ 3 l'i 0 l.llj" S 3 I , 
IVlNIVI 111 ~ 0 3 I .Let 3, 0 I 
ISlllllll\'1,1 2 3 SN 3ll. l. s \' d 
•=--~,= I i-.o 1!110 NI\' 11!;1 ll S - 3 3 or,; Yl3 l.L<l ·~"" Ill. Y3 tit! :i a ll n •'i N 3 11 Rl. S V 0 II 53 Ill. I , \' "y B Ill S 3 fl 3 ~;;;;i ... s rl 3 mqs N l JV , V d 3"' 0~ y B \fll;, 3 II ..,.., ~·,l>JJ~ 
S 3 Uln l. V ti 3 0 ~ 3 S \' 6 y 
0 II 313 ~, 3 B V ~ II 0 J. n l. 
B::, NII El 3 UY II~ d 11 VII S 
l. s 311 I.: u V 8 l. S 3 l'i::, V 
51 Overflcv, 61 Assistant 
52 J.udio 62 Absorbed-dose 
cntertalnmcr.t uni:s 
53 Small landmass 63 Windsor or 
55 !.ee~ cous,., bw.1ine 
58 Hardy heroine 64 Wi:hout in 
59 Big rig Bordeaux 
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AUDITORIUM 
Passport to the A_rts 
The Hungarian Orchestra Pees, 
with Makiko Hirata, piano 
Thurs, Jan 23 $23 
. lod ~"' 
wstu or1 ur-.M· 
Public Broadcasting 
FM91.9 • FM90.3 • FHSS.9 
'IVS • 1Vl6 • W5iu.org 
· The Little Angels 




The Ink Spots P~ps Concert'. 
presented by Southern Illinois 
· Symphony Orchestra 
Sat, Feb 1 ·s24 
locd~i,;. 
· wsta · or11Di-
•. Pub!ic Broadcasting 
Jll91.9 • FM.90.3 • FM.88.9 
1\'8 • 1Vl6_ • wslu.org 
_ Upcoming Events 
' lizt Alfonso Dance Cuba 
Porgy.and~• 
GeorgeMJ. . . .. 
Barry Manilaw's Coppcabana . 
IBa!fy Manilowwi1l~t ¥ in tho ffiow) 
Fri, Feb 7 





SALUKI SPORTS VIEW 
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COMMENTARY 
For the good of the team 
It is official. The word is in. 
Dewey Defeats Truman? 
No, Tom Koutsos ended his sabbatical from 
being a "maybe returner" to a returner. 
But that signals a problem, and even though 
it is what is commonly referred to as a "good" 
problem, it i•n't. It c:iuscs ulc.:rs and other 
blec<ling- ask Ram's coach l\ likc Martz about 
contron:rsies, you can sec the blood stains on 
his shirts when he wc.1rs light colors. , 
Anyone \\ith a working mind and one good 
eye knows Muhammad Abdulqaadir is goc-d, 
no great now, unlike at the beginning of last 
season when fans were oblivious to his talents. 
And Koutsos is Koutsos; a broken arm is not a 
huge deal to a running back - it is like incest 
to the ro\'a) famih·. 
But ,;hat does· head coach Jerry Kill do with 
this plethor:t of talent? Does he split backs and 
b.1sicalh· waste their full abilities? It isn't like 
they ar~ mediocre backs that need to be split. 
Both hm~ shown the abilirv to be four-down 
backs in Di\·ision I-AA fooiball, they arc true-
blue feature runners. 
Touchdown Tommy is a redshirr s~nior next 
season and thus has n,; more digibility. Finito. 
But a sick thought is brc-..-ing in my skull. 
~lo ... ,·cs ... l\lo. He has nor used his 
medical redshirt. Smarr thinkingJeny Kill. 
This is perfect. The quandary is fixed. 
Hallelujah! 
Sta,· with me here. Next season Koutsos 
will ~ approaching the Gatew:iy career rush-
ing record, which is currently held by fonn~r 
Eastern Illinois standout Willie High (yes, 
that is his rtal name and not some off-the-wall 
alias). He needs just 485 y;trds ro dethrone 
High - that's it. Now, Koutsos could get 485 
yards in a season with on: :cg and Verne Troyer 
choking him around the neck. But just breaking 
the record isn't good enough. 
Say he gets iOO yards, wb·h is a fair esti-
mate figuring he will more thJn likely split time 
with l\lo. But in a few rears, someone else will 
steal a record that h:Hi "SIU" b,· it. And now our 
parry school image has been stolen fmm us. 
I'll be damned if they take anything else 
from us. 
So with that in mind, it became neccssarv 
for us to make sure that Kou~sos dc<tro\'s rh;t 
record. Koutsos, who has recci\'Cd the b;i;nt of 
the carries since his true freshman vear, has 
also acknowledged that sharing the b;ll will be 
a new-fangled c.~periencc for him. 
And t!tc onh· wa,· to do that is to make sure 
there is no srlitting time at back with l\lojo 
- at least for next season. 
This is not postulating that someone sticks 
Ahdulqaadir on the bench or fans and alums 
offer Tonya Harding a 40-ounccr to whack 
h:S leb" with a steel pipe. This is just merely 
suggesting that l\lo mJybc come up with "turf 
toe" or "an infected c1'Clash" for the whole 2003 
seJ<0n and be rcdshi~ted. 
It happen,. all the rime in pro b.1sketball 
Fear ancl 
loathing 
· at SIU 
BY ZACK CREGLOW 
:crq:low@Jailyrio'J'tian.com 
E,·cr sec the mo,ie "Gung Ho?" 
The team might not be as dangerous next 
season as it could be, but this ensures the Ion· 
gcvity of SIU's competitiveness in the roughest 
I-AA conference in the nation, bar none. 
So then nc.~t season Koutsos gets the ball, 
gets the record and by all means, the Salukis 
should challenge for the Gateway title. About 
95 percent of the team is returning. 
Then ·AGAIN the following season, 
Abdulqaadir,,-ill get the carries and rush for, by 
the pace he was this season, about 2,600 yards 
and 45 touchdowns. And once again the Dawgs 
should nin for the conference crown and ma\'bc 
the national championship. • 
And if Mo has a full season to himself, he'd 
probably mm-e easily into the top 10 all-time 
rushing list in the Gateway as \\'ell. 
This would be the smart thing to do on 
"NCAA Football 2003" on the Playstation 2. 
If someone didn't do rhis, they'd be a fool. A 
big fool. . 
But not everyone is cestaric about this idea. 
Some may find it :ilmost Republican. 
"!\Ian, I don't w:mt anyone to be hurt; 
wphomorc-to-be quarterback Joel Sambursl..1· 
said with a 'Hmv could you ~sk that' chuckle. 
"I want as many healthy bodies back there as 
can be." 
\Vhatcvcr, whatC\'er. Sambursky, who still 
has three more seasons running the Saluki O, 
says that he thinks SIU football coach Jerry 
Kill will reel in some big fish as running back 
in the future. 
l\laybe, out until those recruits step foot 
onto l\!cAndrew's hybrid field of turf and old 
tires, they arc still projects. And some projects 
fall through and even collapse. 
\ 'li:h one of 1:1osc backs in the Saluki 
attack, SIU should at the \'Cl)' least finish in 
the top three of the Gateway next season. No 
debating that. But if the Salukis use both next 
season, while the Salukis may be able to beat 
opposing defense to ad nauscam and whiule our 
way into the playoffs, SIU still won't be using 
car.h back to his fullest potential. 
This is still a young squad, and there 
. shouldn't be a rush. Plus, the Salukis should 
S!ill should be able to compete for the playoffs 
with either ~tarring as the feature back. 
• These guys aren't the Golden Corral. They 
are Red Lobster-type backs. 
Be safe. Be wisc. l\lo, "stub" the toe! 
- it is called injured rcs-:n'C. Phantom injuri~ 
are always popping up left and right with unas- " Zuk Cr,-gfo-..,, is a Jrtshman in journalism. His 
suming names. This is cthi~i .di< what's.~_I ·.-. 'l:irwr do nat nmssari!y rtjltrt rhost of tht D.illl" 
for the team. The Japanese would love this iu:a: EcrPTU.V. 
Would yo(J like to see 
your le~er tq th_e 
spo~ editor? 
Pl_ea.sl½bmit your let~;; sports@dailyeg}'ptian.com 
CJ~}~'. . (~:~f::" . < I • " " 
The sports.staff at the DAILY EGYPTIAN'·:; editor in the section, which 1s where )-OU the : 
GUEST COMMENTARY 
What's up SIU? This is S)i,-ester Willis, 
junior forw:ird for the men's basketball team. 
The Daily Egyptian came to me and asked 
me to write a guest column for the sports sec-
tion. I really didn't know what to write about, 
so I thought I'd gh-e C\T'}-body a rundown of 
what the tc::im did during the break. 
\Veil, on the first day of bteJk we were. 
supposed take a plane to Chicago for a road 
game against UIC. This road trip, howC\-er, 
turned out to be a bit different. 
Right around the time we were scheduled 
to lca\-e it starred to snow real bad. This 
caused the wings of the plane we \\'Crc taking 
to freeze, and, of course, the Carbondale 
airport didn't have the machine needed to 
def;ost the wings. 
So the plane has to pull into a hangar for 
a couple of hours to defrost. \Vhile all this is 
going on we go back to Da,ics and pr:tctice. 
Yes, pr:tcticc. 
About three hours later we're back at the 
airport and ready to !ea,-e - or at lc::ist that's 
what n-e thought. It seems the plane needed 
to refuel. Sounds simple, right? Uh-uh. 
The fuel truck's battery went dead or 
something, trapping the plane inside the 
airport hangar. About another hour passed 
and the'/ got the fuel truck mo,..,d. l-inally 
time to take off? 
Nope. 
The plane has to back out of the hangar 
but it has no rc\'Crse. Now tell me this, how 
in the hell can :i machine fly but not go 
backward? " 
Since the pbnc didn't have rc,·crsc, 
e\'Cl')-Onc on the tc::im ~ad to help push the 
plane out on the hangar and jump o_n for the 
takeoff. By the way, all this happened on 
Friday the 13th, and on top of all that we lost 
the game. 
After UIC we pla)'Cd at Charluttc. ltwas a 
pre1ty disappoi!1ting game for us. \Ve lost by 
13 points for our second loss in a row. 
But there was one funny thing about that 
game. They had some guy en their team 
named Butter Johnson. I don't know if that 
was what his momma named him, but cYcry 
time he scored the announcer said, "Butter for 




BY SYLVESTER WILLIS 
junior-fo"•-anf; SIU men's baJketball 
On Dec. 22 we returned home for a g:ime 
against Cal State-Northridge. It was big 
game for us after losing t\vo sir.tight, but 
more importantly, it was the day we got to 
go home. 
· \Ve returned to Carbondale on Christmas 
at about 10 p.m. :ind had a "light" pr:tctice. 
We beat Northridgc by 12. 
Our next game was Dec. 28 versus Saint 
Louis. It w:is a big game for us, especially 
having a lot of guys on our team from the 
St. Louis area. I guess it w:is big for them 
too. They beat the mess out ofus 71-60 and 
the coaches were pissed. They made pr:tcticcs 
more intense and focused more on defense. 
The new yc::ir came and we had a week 
to prepare for Dr:tkc, our first conference 
opponent. \Ve seemed to regain our focus 
defcnsi"cly. Drake only scored 63 points 
against us, and Illinois State scored 65. 
Now Evansville w:is a different stol')·• 
They scored 84, and had a guy get 28 points 
but we got the win. Our last game was at 
Indiana State. It was an up and down game 
but \\'C ended up winning by eii,,:11. 
So in case }-OU missed it, we were 5-3 
during the break, making our O\'Cr:tll record 
9-3 and 4-0 in conference. \Ve'vc got .a 
game tonight against \Vichita State. They're 
undefeated in conference so it's guing to be a 
tough game. 
Hopefully we can start the semester off 
right with a win. 
I"m out so make sure ya'II come out and 
support us. It is free. 
Sylvtsttr is a junior in 1/t(/ronirs from Ca!umtt 
City. His tnlWS do not nmssarily rtjlt.t rhost of 
tht DAILY EGYPTUN. 
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CQ'r'IINJ lfD FROM r:'GE 71 
player - a comparison 1har is, for now, far 
away in talent but dead on in style. Korver is 
admittedly not a great athlete, but like Bird, 
said he makes up for it ,vit~ shooting skills, 
tenacity and an extreme work ethic. is. If you know him, there's no way that any_ 
static can be built up from that because.he's 
such a great guy. All the recognition he gets 
is well-deserved and e\·erybody knows thar: 
Korver stared in Omaha for all but two 
we~ks of summer break to polish his skills, 
working vigorously lo give himself the ability 
10 create his own shot, which he has done 
with regularity this season. 
Kon·er has rccei,·ed enough attention to 
make an NBA career a viable option. It is his 
goJI to play professional basketball and he 
has been projected from anywhere in the late 
first round to middle second-round. 
Kon·er admiued that with all the atten· 
tion he is receiving the possibility of play· 
ing in the NBA creeps into his mind and 
distracts him once in a while, but he said his He compares himself to Larry Bird as a 
High quality and low,prices · 
are guaranteed at Meineke 
•EXHAUST •SHOCKS. - - - -:?<- - - -, :$1 0 OFF: •BRAKES -OIL CHANGE 
-CV JOINTS •STRUTS :any repair of• 
1$75 or more: •BRAKES •TIRE BALANCING 
Nationwide lifetime 
Guarantees 
,_ - - ->i:. - - -





meineke aa.m. to 6p.m. 
www.meineke.com Discount Muffler• 
,COST: :fl95'.findJJlt;i(m~.t~riai~t ' ·. WHEN:,. •. ;: ·,•···:, 
Saturdays and.Sundays 
8 a.m . .;...Sp.m~ . _. _ 
January 18, I~' 25, & ~26, 2003 · 
Contact The Division of Continuing Education 
618-53 6-77 5 I or www.dce.siu.edu 
Experience . 
, P~J!tt~s 
Be an intern 
with the Il]iriois State Legislature 
Worl on C'omnuttn St.aft Ars,rorri&rM>tt1 Su.ff'. 
l'rnsStalT « R<watd, SUlf 
• fuU.Ume • 101/2fll0ftllll • S.2.021,-,tnofl'C 
• t .. lth ln•unnce • 9raduat• colJ-oe CNdlt 
Putiua Lqi>U<M Sralf1 •:0 l'boitioal 
upslati,ollnnJdlUoit••l\,,illom 
F-"''1""mi-ua.-J .__,,, 
A Qreat Pl11ca to Start 
Formc-r in1tnll lncf!MW foniwr GoloffllOI' James Edpr,. Stat~ AuditOI' 
GtnnalWilliamllollud.•"'--...,..,,,,..,.,fonntt 
,..., kp,btan, maJI)' ll&lt """7 d...aon, kp.i.tM IUJf din<ton. 
lobb)-t,t• andcampaip maaasm fot 11a10-•><le ctroonud kp,IUM 
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mai~ focus is his current tcim ;nd an MVC has coinmitted to Drake - the school ti1at 
conference title. · . . · · . · · rejected Korver four rears · ago. Klayton's 
"I 'try not to think about it a whole lot . commitment to Drake already has Korver 
because there's still a lot of season left and if thinking ahead to the first meeting between 
you start thinking about that you're playing the Bulldogs and his al:na mater next season. 
for the wrong reason and that's something you Due to conflicting emotions, he said he may 
have to try to push to the back of your head," just sit that one out. . 
Korver uid. "But at the same time, there have "I guess I'll have to stick with my blood, 
been some scouts at some games, so you think but I guess I'll be rooting for Creighton too," 
about it a little bit. It's tough not to, but at the Korver said. That'll be pretty tough. I might 
same time you have to focus on now.: .. _ just stay home." 
\Vhen he graduAtes and moves on to the · · · · 
NBA, the Korver name will not be removed R1'0rtn-A1uhari Brmn~r can ht reached at 
from the Valley. His little brother K!ayton mbrcnner@dailycgyptian.com 
Co_ me Discover Our World 
Environmental Studies 
an Intfflllidpllnary M'mor 
Learn how }'.!Ill can prepare yourself for a 
multitude of environmental careers by choosing 
an Environmental Studies Minor in conjunction 
with any Major Program at SIUC. 
• Enioy learning about and gaining a better 
understanding of the complex enmonmcuta1 
issues faced b,r. society 
• Dcvdop or refine )!>Ur environmental v:ilucs, 
either as a b:.-ttcr informed individwl or for a 
career goal · 
• Be more "marketable" when you graduate, 
cspcaailr if you arc interested in an 
environmental area 
Call 453-4143 
or come b)' 
Lif"c ScicKic:c II 
Room 317 or 354A.. 
---:---::::-::=~------------~...._,llii 
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Creighton senior guard Kyle Korver has 
used Larry Bird-like style and 
sharpshooter accuracy to become the 
most feared man in the Valley 
STORY BY • MICHAEL BRENNER 
'' I was like 
u·ou•, man, people 
are u-arching and 
cheering. I tho11ghc 
it u.·as the 
coobc thing et'er 
and tho11git one 
day it u·as 
1-;oing to be me." 
-KyteKorvu 
forward, Creighton 
Kyle Kon-er"s parents took him to Paramount 
High School in California at age five to watch 
his uncle, Kris Kon·er. play a game. He was 
imme,!iltely mesmerized, not by the ball, the 
player< or the backboards, but by the wooden 
floor. 
As the game progress..d, his attenti~n ~lowly 
shifted to the relationship between the crowd 
and the pla)-ers and by the time the game w:i.< 
m-er, Kom:r was hooked on basketball and. on 
his way to becoming a four-year thorn in the 
side of SIU. 
"I w:1s like wow, man, people are watching 
and cheering," Kom:r said of his first basketball. 
experience. ") thought it was the coolest thing 
C\"cr and thought one day it was going to be 
me."" 
It is him on the floor now, but on :\ much 
larger scale than any high school game not 
im·oh-ing LeBro~ J,mes. Kon·cr has almost 
single-handedly ra'<en No. 13 Creighton to 
the tap of the Missouri Valley Conference 
and vaulted it into national pmmincncc. He 
is expected 10 be t:iken in the NBA draft, h:is 
been leatured in Sports I:lustrated and is the 
most recent pla)-er to be n:imed a potential 
player of the ye:1r by Dick Vitale. 
Not bad for a reject. from a long line of gre:it athletes. His father, 
After high school, he was not considered Kevin Korver, his mother, Laine Ko:,-er :md 
much of a prospect. Drake, an .MVC te:1m from two of his uncles all plar,l b:isketball for 
Kon·er"s home state of Iowa, expressed minor Dhision III Central College in Pd!J, Iowa, 
interest but later tnld Kon-er they h:id run out where his mother once scored 74 points in 
of scholarships. Iowa expressed a hint ofinterest a single g.tme. Another uncle pla}-ed for the 
but nC\·er showed up for a home visit at Kon-er's \Vashington Redskins in the 1980s. 
hou.~e, unofficially =-ering ties with •~e now Though he said he had no direct family 
6-foot-7 fonvard. p:essure 10 play basketball, doing anything else 
But Creighton took a ch~:i~c on an would have made him an outsider in the Kon-er 
unknov";! J,jd who was only known as a shooter family. 
and continues lo reap the benefits. Bluejay hcid "if you're a Kon-er, it's just kind of what you 
coJch D,na Altman and his staff ,vatchcd in do," he said of his family's passion. "If you don"t 
disbelief :is he dcvdopcd his rebounding, pass- you'd just kind of sit in a cornerv·hen the fami-
ing and dribbling skills to become a complete lies get together because C\"e1-yone is talking or 
and dominant pla)-er. playing basketball." . 
"\Vhcn I came in I ,vas just a soldier and That is when they're not planning sermons 
the coaches said I couldn"t do an:1hing else," or attending church. Kon-er"s father is the 
Kon-er said. "That drove. me to work h:irdcr senior pastor of the 
and in my sophomore )'CU I started to rebound Third Reformed 
and last , --r I added passing and this ye:1r 1\-e Church in Pella, his 
imprm-ed in all those areas." hometown, where he 
According lo Altman, K,m..,r"s addition of learned the ,-alues he 
ball-handling skills, which were not crisp until holds to this day. 'ttvo 
this season, has _been responsible for dC\':lting of his uncles are in the 
his game and his team to a whole new IC\-el. clergy as well, giving 
"He's a lot more confident," Altman said of Kon·er the building 
his star plaj'ler. "He's a little bit more confident block for the sque:iky 
bec:mse he can put the ball on the fl.)()r and clean image he holds 
create his own shot." at Creighton. 
Kon-er may now be a complete pla)-er, but "I was brought up 
he is sti'I a lights-our shooter. He h:is thot 45 in a ,·cry Christi,n 
percent from three-ppint range this )'Car and family and th0<e val-
is on pace for the 121h best all-time in college ues :ind morals h:we 
basketball. His field goal percentage is 53.7 a!"':l}:S been a part of 
percent and h-,. is shoe ting nearly 87 percent me; Korver said. "I've 
from the fre-:-throw line. alwa}:s tried to !eJd by 
Opponer.•:s, in::luding SIU, have been _ example. But I'm not 
relegated to cutting Kon-er off before he r;-cts one that com~ out 
the ball because once he docs h:ive it. : defense and is preach,: I try to • 
is powerless to stop him. . . . be tb: type of prrson 
abo..-e the rest of the te:tm, he docs not bash 
his le:tmmates and Altman said.he is e:1sy to 
coach. 
Because of his good example, the te:1m 
sairl there ha..-c been no intern1l battles during 
Creighton's rise to the top of the rolls, despite 
Kon-er's fame :md media attention. 
Creighton fonvard Michael J,.indeman 
offered high praise for his friend and room-
mate. 
•He's pretty much all you could ask for in a 
te:1m:nate,* Lindeman said. "He works hard, he 
!<Cts an example for ai:ryone else, he's unselfish 
and he's more concerned about how the team's 
doing th:in how he's doing. 
"Everybody knows the type of person Kyle 




Korver has been 
giving MVC teams 
fits ever since 
joining the 
Bluejays four years 
ago. He led his 
team to the 
second round 
of the NCAA 
tournament last 
season and was 
named the Valley's 
Player of the Year. 
DEREK ANDERSON 
DAILY ECYPTIAN 
"For his size, for anybody's size, he's a g=t · where it just shuws." • 
shooter," said SIU center Sylvester \ Villis, who So far, Korvcr has 
will be I'·,! of many Sa!uki defend~rs assigned shown his teammates· 
to defer.,- . Kon-er on Saturday when the Dawgs th:it they do matter, 
travel Omah:i, Neb. "We'll try to throw differ- which is critical on 
cnt guys at him and just hope for the best anJ what is tu be a one-
limit his touches. Ifhe gets a good look at the horse team. He is 
basket, it's most likely going to go in.• not a ball ho6 despite 
The explanation -for Korvcr•~ basketball' possessing tt!cnt that 
prowess lies partially in his DNA. He comes is head and shoulders 
CEREK ANDCRSON ,.. OAILY ECYPTIAN 
Korver is cunenUy having one of the best seasons the Valley has ever seen. His 
Creighton team is ranked No. 13 in the nation, and he i~ among league leaders in 
scoring, rebounding and three-point per:entagP~ 
SPORTS 
Hogg said he too will treat it like any other · 
g~me, maybe more: so as it will be a big road test 
ill'-'JJNJ 'ED rnm1 r•GE B · for th.: young Shockers who have played just 
\Varren Central freshman squad was rurrent two ga111es a\'':IY from their home of\Vichita, 
51 U senior forward Jermaine Dearman. . Kan. . .". . . . . .. . · 
HOGG 
Tonight as a member of the \Vichita State · .\\thik Deannan, a preseason AII-MVC 
Shockers,HoggcomestotheSIUArenatoface pick, is a seasoned veteran in the conference, 
off against his former high school teammate for this is Hogg's first year at \Vichita State after 
the first time in his collegiate career. stops at Vincennes (Ind.) Junior College and · 
Besides his lo\'e for football, the 6-foot;6 Jacksonville (Tcxas)Junior College. 
Ho~ brought another love from his youth in Prior to the season, Dearman gave Hogg a 
Texas to the city life oflndianapolis - the love •·call to give him some advice on the ins and outs 
ofhurscs. oftheMVC. 
In the offieason, Hogg trains bJrrcl horses "I was just·trying to talk to him a little bit, 
for rodeos, something his family did and he give him pointers, try to help him out on how 
grew to enjoy. to react to certain situations from coaches, how . 
He spreaJ that love of horses to the 6-foot-8 to deal ,vith coaches because they're differait; 
Dearman. Dearman said. "Me and him had the sainc high 
"Mc and Jermaine ride all the time when school coach and it was a big transition for me · 
we're back at home,• Hogg said. "We'll go 'out and I knew it was one for him too." 
and go ride for a couple of hours." Hogg seems to have: had little trouble adjust-
Both Hogg and Dearman said thi; is:: game ing ro Division I basketball as he has been light-
they ha,·e been looking forward to. ing up opponents as oflate, a\"Craging 19 points 
"I lm-cn't seen [Dearman) in a while so this a contest in his past four games. · 
is a good chance for me to sec him and talk to He credits the r.ccnt success to simply get-
him." Hogg said. ting over the difficulties of ad;usting to a higher 
Dearman said he expects· to ha,-c plenty IC\-cl of competition. · 
of family :md friends from back home in the "I got o,-cr that hump." Hogg said. "I. think 
stands for the ga1a1e. I'm doing okay now." 
"\Ve'\'e just been talking, getting ready, Dearman, on the other h . .md, has struggled 
getting pumped up for the game," Dearman a littie bit as of late after becoming a national 
said. "\Ve\'1: got a lot of folks driving up from name in the NCAA Tournament last season 
Indianapolis to \\':Itch the game and also some when he helped lead the Salukis to th.: Sweet 
guys arc supposed lo \\':Itch the game on TV so 16 and victories m-cr Texas Tech and Georgia. 
it'll be a good game for both ofus." In a season in which he \\':IS supposed to 
\ Vhile the two are anxious to show thdr be one of the dominant big men in the MVC, 
stuff against each other, they admit it is going Dearman is rurrently a,-cragingju,t 12.6 points 
to be strange to be playing on opposite teams. a game and scored only SC\"Cn in Saturday night's 
"\Vc\'1: pla)-cd against each other before, but road victoryo,u Indiar;a Stale. Like Dearman, 
just nC\·cr organized." Dearman said. "It's been the Salukis tliemseh'CS ha,-c struggled at times 
like just outdoors pick-up games and things like . yet hold a 9-3 m-crall mark and sit tied with 
that ... I really don't know wh:it to expect right No. 13 Creighton atop the ~IVC ,vith a 4-C 
now, but I'm just going to treat it like any other league mark. . 
LARRY W. :SMITH - WICHITA STATE· 
Wichita State's Aaron Hogg (above) 
and SIU's Jermaine Dearman (right) wi:re 
teammates at Warren Central High School 
in Indianapolis; They will face each other 
for the first time at the collegiate level 
tonight when the Salukis play host to the 
:,hackers at 7 p.m. 
again ignites Dearman's inner fire. 
-As far as which of the two was the better 
high sch<:ol player, De:irman shm\'Cd a little 
modesty before letting his pride take O\'l:r. 
•Actually we both were pretty good," 
Dearman said: "Either me or him would get 
pla)"Cr of the game like C\'l:ty other game so I 
don't know. 
LESTER E. MURRAY - DAII.Y EGYPllAN 
"In high sch'.Xll he was l;,cttcr," Hogg admit-
ted. "I think I a\'l:ragcd more points, but he was 
a more well•rounded pla)-cr. \Ve plaj'l:d differ-
ent pos\tions, but he \\':IS better at his p.,sition 
than I was at mine." · 
Dearman isn't bashful abo.it his team's 
chances tonight either. 
"Aaron Hogg, you better be ready because 
the Salukis arc _coming." 
i:~me. I'm going to play my hanlest, my best, so Despite his struggles, a big game against 
I hope he bring• his best." an old friend might be just the thing that once 
"Personally I'm going to say I'm the better 
guy because I'm me, but n'l:'rc both pretty good 
though. I'm not goi11g to say who', better." 
Hogg didn't dance around the question .. 
quite a.< much as Dearman did •. 
&portrr ]tns Def,, ran h mzdxdat 
jdcju@dailycgyptian.com 
Take an SIUC Course Anytime, Anywhere 
through the Office of Distance Education 
All courses cany full SIUC residential credit applicable toward n degree! ILP 
students can register through the 12'" week. On•hne courses are registered on a 
semester basis and follow ihe same schedule as on-campu~ classes. SIUC degree 
students need to bring a registration form signed by their advisor 10 our office al 
Washington Sguarc ~c. • lt.:P fees arc $122 per credit hour and On-line courses are . 
S180 per crcdn hour ($215 for graduate l::vcl). Payment is expected upon regislrnlion. You·may pay 
by cash, check or credit card (Mastercard, Visa, American ExP.ress and Discover accepted) or present 
proof of financial aid. For more information call (618) 536-7751. · 
Core Curriculum Cou= 
FL 102-3 East Asian Civilization 
GEOG 103.3 World Geography 
~fs~G m~f t:;ie~t:i~-~~/· 9 
HIST 202·3 Amer. Religious Diversity 2 
MUS 103·3 Music Understanding 
PHIL 102-3 Intro. to Philosophy 
PHIL 104-3 Ethics 
PHIL i05-3 Elementary Logic 
Pl!SL 201-3 Human Physiology 
PLB 303i-3 Evolution :md Society 7 
POl.S 114-3 Intro. Amer. Govt.I 
SOC 108·3 Intro. to Suciology 
WMST 201-3 Multicult. Persrect.Women 2 
Atlministratlon of Justice 
AJ 290-3 Intro. to Criminal Behavior 
AJ 306-3 Policing in America 5.9 
AJ 310-3 Intro. to Criminal Law 
AJ 350-3 Ir.tro. to Private Security 
Art 
AD 237-3 Meaning in the Vis. Arts 
AD 347a-3 Survey• 20th Cent. Art 2 
AD 3470-3 Survey• 20th Cenl. Art 2 
' Educational Psychology 
El'SY 402-3 1Jas1c Statistics s 
Finance 
~ 310-3 Insurance 2.3 ~m mJ ~~{:r;;:i~~~~~i~r;e l 
AN 350-3 Small Bus. Finance 3 
General Agriculture 
GNAG 170-4 Intro. to Physical Prin. 4 
GNAG 318·3 Intro. to Computers in Ag. 
Geography 
GEOG 3304 Weather 
Health 1-:durntion 
HED 302s-3 Drh·er Task Amlysis 4 
IIED 3l3s-3 Injury Prevent.& Safety 4 
Health Care Professions 
flCI' 105-2 Mcdic:il Tcnninology 2 
Journalism · 
TiffiL-n2-3 Iourn:.lism Law l, 7 
JRNL 417-3 Frecl:ui:: Faturc Writ. 7 
~:a~iem;;:.3 Orµnizational Bcluviur 3,7 
MGMT 350-3 Sm~II Business Mgmt. 3. 1 
~350-3 Small Bus. Marketing 3,4 
l\folhemall~ 
-MA TH 107 ·3 C !n:r.nnediatc Algebra 
~~1
1
:rop1s9.3 Existential Philosophy 
Spring 2003 
Polilic:il Science 
POLS 213-3 Stale & LocaJ Gov't. 1,4 
POl.S 250-3 Pols. of Foreign Nations I 
POl.S 319·3 Political Parties t 
POLS 322-3 Amer. ChiefExecutivt t 
POLS 340-3 Intro. to Pub. Admin. I 
POLS 414-3 Pol. Systems in America 1,8 
POLS 444•3 Policy Analysis 1.8 
~p~~•h 140a-4 Elementary Spani~h 4 
SPAN 1401>-4 Elementary Spanish 4 
Women•~ Studies 
WMST 492-3 Women in Religion 8 
ON-LINE SEl\lF.srER·BASED COURSFS: 
IIED 442s-5 Dev. Vehicle Operation SI.ill 
HED 443s-3 Dev. Classroom Skills 
IMS 365-3 Data Applications & Int. 
IMS 366-3 Applicauons of Technical Wrt. 
IMS 419-3 Occupational Internship 
IST 334-3 Database Processing 
1ST 335-3 Data Communications 
1ST 405-3 Inst. And Conf. Of Internet 
IST 412·3 Planning Imp. & Eva!. Info. Sys. 
1ST 426-3 Applications Development Env. 
IT 475-3 Quality Control 
JRNL 301-3 Principles of Advcnising 
MCMA 534-3 Qualitative Re=rch 
REHB 503-3 Basic Behavior Analysis 
~~g m1 ~gtb~c1o~li~~ssues 
Wi!:13 ~m ~~~rf:1cii~~ i;e~fo13r!nce 
WED 5!!6-3 Adult Vocational Programs 
WED 593.3 Individual Research 
~ : fv:b~1:J'~~:~ig~;°:Jfdffi;"1jors 
3 - Junior Standing .required 
4-.Web-based \·ersron orif1 · · 
5- Check for Prereqr1isi1es · 
6 - Dtpanment pe,mission required 
7- Checkform·ailabili!:; ; 
8 ~ Nor Available for Graduate .';redit · 
9 - On-c~pus Jludtnls need instruct.or's penrission 
Division of Continuing Education 
Souf!1~m Illinois University Carbondale 
Washington Sguare ~'C'' iilS-536-7751 _ 
·. httrd /www.dce.siu.edu1siuconnected 
· . fittp://ml':\\\dc,e.siu.edu/ilp.html . 
. ,,', 









Nets at 76crs, 6 pm; 
Bucks at Raptors, 6 p.m. 
Suns at Rockets, 7:30 pm. 
Mavs at Kings, a pm. 
rwolves at Clippers, 9:30 p.m. 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY JANUARY 15, 2003 
, HANNAH SIMMONS - DAILY ECYPTJAN 
Talking head coach: SIU men's basketball head coach Bruce Weber appeared on a call-in show 
hosted by Magic 95. l's Mike Reis Monday night at Mugsy McGuire's Bar and Grill. Weber answered 
questions from both telephone callers and participants in the restaurant He was put into a tough 
position while answering a question about the officiating. Weber admitted that many times, the refs 
are correct, though from certain positions around the court, it is easy to disagree. He answered ques-
tions for more than an hour about numerous topics pertaining to the Salukis and the season. 
Hogg comes to town to wrangle Dearman, Salukis 
Jens Deju 
Daily Egyptian 
Growing up in football-crazy 
Texas, Aaron Hogg always dreamed 
of one day playing in the ~"FL 
His first year at Carter High 
School in Arlington, Texas, Hogg 
worked toward that goal as he. was a 
quarterback on the football team. 
HowC\-cr, before his freshman year 
v.-as O\'Cf, Hogg was instead starring 
on the basketball team at Wam:n 
"Central High School in Indianapolis. 
"When I moved to Indianapolis 
people didn't play football too much, 
it was a basketball state so I figured I 
n=led to change," Hogg said. "Plus 
when I first started, when I \\-as pla)~ 
ing basketball the first time, I fell in 
lo\'c with it. I couldnt stop pla}ing. 
One ofHogg's teammates on that 
See HOGG, page 23 
calendars 
Battle 
~ of1thte t· -.unoea :-ens· 
Salukis, Shockers put 
fla,~less Valley marks 
on Jh~ Hne tonight 
ibthe. SIU Arena . .. •~;· . . 
·· Michael-Brenner 
Daily Egyptian 
It will be a battle for first place 
in the 1\-fusowi Valley Conference, a 
duel tJ!!twccn unbeaten powerhouses 
and a pivotal game against a hot 
team. 
And it will not be against 
Creighton. 
\Vichita State, which has £Imm 
under the radar of some in the 1'1VC 
due ro the Bluejays' national ranking 
and SllI's lingeru,~ fame fiom last 
season's Sweet 16 run, will bring its 
3-0 conference record to the SIU 
Arena tonight to decide, at least for 
nO\\', who is the second-best team in 
the Valley behind Creighton. 
Saluki head coach Bruce Weber 
said tonight's game against the 
Shocker. is of greater ,-alue than 
Saturday's greatly anticipated · and 
nationally tcle,1ised game \\1th the 
No. 13 Bluejays. Unlike Saturday 
in Omaha, Neb~ the Salukis arc 
expectt<l to win tonight. 
"The nm most important games 
arc Vvichita and Northern Im,-a," 
Weber said referring to the next three 
games, which he considers a mini-
season. "You ha\'e to beat \Vichita 
because it's at home and you'\'c got 
to beat Northern Im,-a at their pia.:,: 
because Creighton :ilrcady won 
there." 
The Shocker. h:n-e ph)-ed only 
nm games on the road this season, 
both losses, and will be playing in an 
arena that has been a death trap for 19 
straight opponmts dating back to last 
season.\' ichita is also young, starting 
only one upperclassman with regular· 
it); something Bruce Weber said \\ill 
give the Salukis an edge. 
"Hopefully thats to our :uh=-
tagct Weber said of the Shocker.' 
inexperience. "As a )'oung team they 
h:n-en't had great road success in the 
past. Hopefully,\-e can get after dmn 
and get the crowd in\'oh-ed. But at the 
same time, they're 3-0. They're fcel-
inggood about thcmscl\'es, so I would 
expect a hard-fought game." 
The Salukis arc hoping for a lift 
fiom what they hope ,,ill be a large 
student crowd. Tonights game is the 
first since ~ resumed, and a loud 
student section is needed to make up 
fur the drop in attendance that nor-
mally aa:ompanies weekday games. 
Sophomore center Josh Wan-en 
is counting on a full Dawg Pound to 
help his. team knock out the young 
Shocker. early, 
·.-_, "'Ibis is our house, \\"C have· to 
defend itt ·wam:n said. "They'~ 
young and really don't knO\V how to 
win on the road and we lm-e the older 
guys playing. But they're still going to 
be.kej-ed up beciusc they're young 
and h:n-e a lot of cr.ciro·, so \\-e're just 
going to h:n-e to break their back in 
the first Jul£" 
To defeat Wichita, SIU ha~ been 
working vigorously on reducing its 
turno\"crs - something that has 
imprm-ed since its early-season road 
debacles. 
But Weber said his team has 
a long way to go, as C\idcnccd by 
Jermaine Dearman and Warren 
=rding three tumO\"CTS each 
Saturday at Indiana State. 
·vv; talk about taking c:ire of the 
ball, not making the hard play and not 
trying to hit a grand slam right awa3( 
Weber said. "I always jok,, nith them 
that tlu:y can make the lob passes and 
their behind the back passes if \\-e'rc 
up30or40. 
just be ba!.ic, take c:ire of the ball 
and nin the game." 
Repmtn-Mirha,I Brrnnn-
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